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Jury selection begins today
for trial of David Balentine
Jury selection began at nine this
morning in the trial of Sheriff
David Balentine.
Eighty-seven prospective jurors
reported to circuit court. From
that number, 12 will be chosen to
hear evidence in the case. At press
time, attorneys, both prosection
and defense, were continuing
"voire dire" to select the final
jurors. .
Presiding Judge Thomas Spain
said 29 jurors were to be selected
in open court this morning and

retired to the jury room for further questioning by attorneys. Of
that 29, 14 are to be chosen to hear
the case. Prior to jury deliberation, 12 will be drawn from the
jury drum and the other two will
serve as alternates.
Both Judge Spain and attorneys
were unsure this morning how
long the process would take.
Neither would they comment
about how many days the trial will
continue.
Upon completion of "voire

dire," special prosecutor Bill Cunningham is expected to open the
Commonwealth's case.
Balentine is charged • under a
September grand jury indictment
with two counts of sexual abuse,
Class D felonies, and one count of
official misconduct, a Class D
misdemeanor. The prosecution's
two strongest witnesses are expected to be Kay McCurdy and
Patricia Johnson who were the
original complainants in the alleged incidents.

Party leaders predict budget revision;
Reagan's version in Congress today

1982

By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite
administration assertions that
President Reagan's new budget is
essential for economic recovery,
leaders of both parties are suggesting Congress will rewrite it to
lower the huge deficits in the
president's version.
The $757.6 billion 1983 spending
plan formally going to Congress
today projects record deficits of
$98.6 billion this year and $91.5
billion for the 1983 fiscal year that
starts Oct. 1.
T.) hold deficits to those predictions, Reagan is recommending

an additional $2.4 billion in budget
cuts this year and about $56 billion
in savings for 1983, including cuts
of $27 billion in domestic programs.
Top administration officials attempted Sunday to cool criticism
of the plan by arguing that major
changes in the president's budget
would further damage the nation's
reeling economy.
Presidential counselor Edwin
Meese III said enacting the spending cuts, reducing government
benefits programs, closing tax
"loopholes" and imposing the
user fees that Reagan wants "will
raise the confidence- of investors

Man transferred to Lourdes
following logging accident
Bill Bedwell, Rt.1, Hardin, was
transferred to Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah,after a logging accident
Saturday morning.
According to. Robert Trenholm
of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad and the MurrayCalloway County Ambulance Service, Bedwell was splintering a 36inch wide tree when it fell
backwards onto him. While attempting to move out of the path
of the falling tree, he suffered a
cut on his head from the chain saw
he was using. Bedwell fell face

down and the tree landed on his
- back.
Neighbors used another chain
saw to cut the tree off him but they
did not move him. ReScue squad
members also were dispatched
but the tree was off Bidwell when
they arrived.
Ambulance service technicians
treated him, transported him to
the hospital and transferred him
to Lourdes.
Bedwell's condition was
unavailable at the Paducah
hospital this morning.

which will ultimately work to bring down the interest rates."
Budget director David A.
Stockman went further, declaring
"these huge budget savings are
necessary, essential to keep the
economic recovery program moving forward."
But initial reaction to the new
budget on Capitol Hill was less
than' enthusiastic — from
members of both parties.
"There's a little :Alice in
wonderland' view to this budget,"
said Rep.. James R. Jones, DOkla., chairman of the House
Budget Committee. "I think the
task for Congress is to honestly
face reality."
Jones added that studying the
projections in Reagan's budget
-you see no credible path for getting those deficits down. You see
no credible program to take
pressure off interest rates. You
see rin real tetiip in-the deadening of long-term borrowing."
Consequently, "I don't.see any _
economic recovery" with the
president's program,Jones said.
. Senior Republicans in the House
and Senate agreed that fights are
virtually certain over each of the
major elements of Reagan's
budget — deep, new cuts in social
programs such as food stamps
and education; another large increase for the Pentagon; the re(Continued On Page Two)

PADD chairman comments

Hubbard statements baffle officials

•

Purchase Area Development
District officials are baffled. at
statements made over the
weekend by First District U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, according
to a report published in Sunday's
edition of The Paducah Sun.
In an interview aired over
WPSD television Friday,Hubbard
termed questions he had about
how some funds were handled during fiscal year 1981 "interesting."
The puziling thing to the PADD
officials, according to the
newspaper account, is _that Hubbard was provided a detailed
financial report for the year in
question on Feb. 2.
"It's a public agency and just
like any public agency, it's an
open book," Ray Dunn, PADD
board of directors chairman was
quoted as saying.

One of the questions raised by
Hubbard was in regard to
payments made to Berry Craig, a
reporter for The Sun.
The Paducah newspaper said
attempts to contact Hubbard or
Lowell Atchley, his press
secretary, were unsu. Attempts
by this newspaper to contact
either' Hubbard or Atchley today
for comment on the matter were
also unsuccessful.
Sint Managing Editor Karl Harrison defended the payments to
Craig in the story in Sunday's edition of that newspaper. He said the
payment was for freelance work
Craig did for PADD on a brochure
and "If Craig had been given the
opportunity to respond in the
original news report, his part of
the issue could have been made
clear very quickly."

rain developing this afternoon
Mostly cloudy this morning,
rain developing by early afternoon. Highs today in the mid
30s. Rain this evening changing
to snow after midnight. Locally
hazardous driving conditions
developing. Lows tonight in the
low 30s. Snow diminishing to
flurries and ending early Tuesday. Windy and much colder.
Temperatures early Tuesday
in the low 30s will fall to the low
20s by evening.
Wednesday through Friday:
Clearing Wednesday, fair
Thursday and increasing
cloudines Friday. A gradual
warming trend during the
period. Lows in the upper teens
-to mid 20s • Wednesday and
Thursday and in the 20s on Fri-

day. Highs will be in the upper
20s and 3(la Wednesday and in
the upper 30s to low 40s on
Thursday and in the 408 to
around 50 Friday.
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Hubbard also cited a payment to
Lourdes Hospital and questioned
$1,398 in travel expenses during
the television interview.
Board members told the
Paducah newspaper that none of
the expenses cited by Hubbard
were considered unusual when
they approved them last October.
Hubbard's investigation of
PADD finances was initiated in a
Jan. 26 letter to the agency.PADD
officials have indicated their willingness to cooperate fully in the
matter.

WHOOSH — Murray State's Ricky Hood gives the Austin Peay Governors a slam to remember. The
Racers maintained their league-leading pace with a 64-61 double overtime victory over APSU Sunday.
For game details,see Page6of today's sports section.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Calloway County households
up more than 900 in decade
Calloway County households increased by more than 900 from
1970 to 1980 while the value of
homes more -than doubled, according to census statistics.
Total households in 1980 were
10,766, compared to 9,863 in, 1970.
During the time, median value of
houses increased from $14,000 to
$35,400 while median rent went
from $65 to $124.
Graves County totalled the
largest number of households for
area counties — 12,775, compared
to 11,655 10 years earlier.
However, median house value in
Graves county only increased
from $9-,500 to $28,500. Rent was up
from $44 to $101.
Marshall County households
jumped from 7,915 to 9,427. Values
increased to $34,200 from $11,700

while rent went from $53 to $128.
Households in Trigg County increased from 3,087 to 3,360 while
values went from $9,700 to $32,100.
Median rent increased from $39 to
$113.
During the seine 10 years.
CalloWdY -County's population
grew from 27,692 to 30,031. Median
age rose from 26 to 29.3 years. In
1980, 96 percent of the population
was white and three percent
black. There were 14,369 married
and 7,258 single persons.
•- Graves County's population
rose from 30,939 to 34,049 while its
median age dropped from 35.2 to
34.8. In 1980, 95 percent of the
population was white and five percent was black. Married people
totalled 18,107 and singles were
4,680.
Marshall County had a rise in

population of 20,381 to 25,637 and in
median age of 32.6 to 34.3. The
population was 99 percent white in
1980. Married persons outnumbered singles 14,390 to 3,209.
Population in Trigg County
grew from 8,620 to 9,384. Median
,...•rs to
The 1980 population was 87 percent white and 12 percent black.
Married persons totalled 4,921 to
1,329 singles.
McCracken County households
increased from 21,131 to 23,459.
House values went up to $33,300
from $11,300 while rent increased
from $60 to $131.
Population rose from 58,281 to
61,310. Average age went from
31.9 to 32.7 years. The population
was 90 percent white and 10 percent black. Marrieds °titnumbered singles 30,238 to 8,831.

Representative impressed with abilities of legislators-

Harper notes changes in state government
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Rep. Ken Harper,a Northern Kentucky Republican, is uniquely
qualified to compare the current
legislature with how it operated
almost two decades ago.
His assessment; Everything
now is on the positive side.
Harper, a 51-year-old Lakeside
Park realtor, first was elected to
the House in 1964 and served three
successive terms.
In • 1971, he was appointed
secretary of state by Republican
Gov. Louie Nunn after the incumbent died. In 1974, Harper ran unsuccessfully for a full term
against Democratic_ stalwart
Thelma Stovall.
With Rep. Louis DeFalaise, a
close GOP colleague, holding the
„tiouse seat, Harper chose not to
rika. for the legislature again.
When a U.S. attorney post loomed

for DeFalaise, Harper was free to
mittees 1, 2 and 3," Harper said.
return to the General Assembly.
"If a bill were assigned to No. 3,it
"Have you noticed a change?" never saw the light of day."
some veteran legislators have
He said he is impressed with the
asked Harlier. What he said in an
current ability of legislators "to
interview last week is. what he
really examine state government
tells colleagues.
... Even a freshman gets introduc"We were always saying we ed to department heads."
ought to have legislative inHarper said he also is pleased as
dependence, but we never could
a RePUblican in a- Democraticquite get there," Harper said.
assembly.
"This term, there is such a com- dominated
always have obvious
;will
"You
that
standpoint,
plete change from
he said. "But I find
partisanship,"
from the standpoint of legislative
members
are getting
minority
the
responsibility and in the facilities
representation on
proportionate
and staff to assist us."
Harper said tharto get into the committees."
budget like we are doing now,that
Even the lobbyists seem to have
was unheard of then. We didn't improved,according to Harper.
have the opportunity."
"i think they are lower-keyed
He recalls that if committees and more knowledgeable about
met at all; either they were se their fields,"te said. "From what
large that operations became un- I can see, they are more profeswieldy or members were so indif- sional and not trying to compete
ferent that it was difficult to ob- against each other so much."
tain a quorum to do business.
Harper said constituents also
"You remember Statutes Corn- have benefited by much-impi oved

communications.
'Before, somebody back home
-Before,
often didn't know about a bill until
it was almost through the
legislature," he said. -Now, they
are able to give us their comments
in time.
Harper said he has detected no
overt legislative pressure from
Democratic Gov_. John Y. Brown
Jr 's office and that he does not
think the assembly ever again will
allow itself to be unduly influenced by any governor.
"This independence means we
have to be more responsible, and
that means more work," he said.
"But if I asked for the job,
shouldn't I take that responsibility? I enjoy this work, so I don't
mind allocating more time."
Harper said he is under no illusions about a possible tumultuous
session as the weeks go by, despite
the reform he has seen. 'It remains to be seen how it all
will '.,rk out this time," he said.
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Reagan risking rebellion to save tax cuts

FHA WEEK — Future Homemaker Clubs of Calloway County High
and Murray High will be participating in activities in conjunction
with FHA week Feb. 7-13. Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, right, as proclaimed the observance locally. FHA representatives are,from left,
Cindy Tucker, CCHS FHA president, and Lynne Loberger, MHS FHA
president.

By OWEN ULLMANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is prepared to risk a
Republican rebellion in Congress
and political embarrasment in
publie rather than trade his tax
cuts and a massive military expansion for smaller. budget
deficits.
When it became obvious last
year that he could not slash personal tax rates, launch a record
increase in defense spending and
balance the budget by 1984,
Reagan abandoned the balanced
budget without hesitancy.
Even in recent weeks, when it
became clear he was facing the
largest deficits in history, Reagan
resisted his advisers' urgings to
seek higher taxes and cuts in his
Pentagon budget.
Today, this conservative
Republican president, who promised to tame the federal budget,
is sending an already dazed Congress a budget plan with deficits
averaging a record $91 billion a.
year from 1982 through 1984 and a
plea "to shun retreat" from his
tax-cut prescription for economic
recovery.
According to many independent
estimates, the president's budget
deficits easily could soar above
$100 billion a year because Congress is certain to reject some, if

not most, of the administration's
$56 billion package of budget savings 4or 1983. Without the savings,
deficits would swell to $147 billion
in 1983 and $167 billion in 1984.
-Out budget deficits will be
large," the -president said- with'a
bit of understatement in a
message accompanying his
budget. "But our incentiveminded tax policy and our
security-based defense programs
are right and necessary for longrun peace and prosperity, and
must not be tampered with in a
vain attempt to cure deficits in the
short run."
But re-educating a Congress
facing re-election in nine months
will be no easy task for a president
who declared one year ago on the
floor of the House: "We know now
that inflation results from all that
deficit spending."
Reagan's Republican allies in
Congress, describing themselves
as "frightened" and "in shock,"
spoke over the weekend about
rewriting the budget to increase
taxes and cut defense spending.
Congressional Democrats,
meanwhile, were reviving their
campaign to rescind at least part
of the three-year, 23 percent cot in
individual tax rates that the president won in 1981.
In his first address to Congress
on Feb. 5, 1981, Reagan declared:
"The federal budget is out of con-

trol and we face runaway deficits
of almost $80 billion for this
budget year. That deficit is larger
than the entire federal budget in
1957 and so is the almost $80 billion
we will pay in interest this year on
the national debt.
Exactly one year later, the
president's men were forced to defend a budget plan containing a
deficit larger than the entire 1958
budget and interest payments
larger than the entire 1960 budget.
Undaunted and armed with
charts, statistics and explanations, they began the task of
squaring'record deficits with the
president's recovery program.
Budget director David
Stockman said the deficits aren't
really that large compared with
the size of the economy. Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan said the
deficits could be financed .epsily
by all the new savings people
would have from the tax cut. Chief
White House economist Murray
Weidenbaum said the deficits
would net get in the Way of the
tight-credit policy the Federal
Reserve Board is pursuing to fight
inflation.
In their presentations, the officials made clear what Reagan's
budget priorities are:
—Last year's tax cut, which
reduces revenues by, about $280
billion through 1984, will not be

touched except to close $21 billion
in business "loopholes" no longer
justifiable under the new tax law.
—Reagan's plan to increase
defense spending 58 percent between 1981 and 1984 to $253 billion
will not be altered. The plan includes a $34 billion boost in 1983
alone.
— Another forray of cuts in the
same social-welfare and domestic
programs that V4mgress agreed to
cut last year. But even if the president achieved all $27 billion in
spending reductions he is asking
for this year, the savings would
not fully offset the increased spending he wants for the Pentagon.
Critics charge that Reagan's
prime objective from the start
was to cut taxes for the wealthy
and expand the nation's military
forces, but that he combined them
into an unproven "supply-side"
program of economic recovery to
win political approval. '
The president and his aides insist that the tax cuts will trigger
an economic boom yet, although
later than they originally
predicted. And the new prosperity
will finally allow the government
to balance its budget, but not by
1983 or earlier as Reagan initially
promised, nor 1984 as he later promised.
"Probably somewhere in the
range beyond 1 988," is
Stockman's latest, best guess.

Reaga

'
n s budget plan.. (Continued From Page 1)

jection of new taxes; and the huge
deficits.
"The president's budget will be
difficult to pass in its entirety,"
MAYOR LEARNS FROM FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS —
Future' Business Leaders of America Clubs from Murray High and
said House Republican Leader
Calloway High are participating in special activites this week (Feb.
Robert H. Michel of Illinois.
8-14). From left, Judith Peeler, CCHS business instructor, Carla
"I don't believe anybody
Barnett, CCHS student, Sue Miller, MHS business instructor, Kathy
realistically believes that we're
Clark; MHS student, and Teresa Woods, MRS student, help refresh
going to accomplish everything
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis' business skills. Feb. 8-14 has been ofthe president suggests," said Sen.
ficially proclaimed by Ellis as FBLA week.
Robert Dole, R-Kan., chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee.
However, Stockman insisted
that when "Congress looks at the
hard, stark choices available,
they will understand very quickly
that unless measures of the
magnitude that we have proposed
... are adopted that then there
The Calloway County High poetry; Sherri Mills, dramatic incould well be a severe threat to the
School speech team added another terpretation; Lisa Hale, original
economic recovery" and "to the
first-place finish to its record this oratory;'Vincent Alton, boys exfinancial markets."
temporanewis speaking; and
season.
He also said, "It would be
dangerous to tamper in any
The Lakers totalled 303 pointain Jenise Boyd, girls extemsubstantive way with the defense
winning the Bardstown Speech poraneous speaking.
Second places went to Mark
buildup we have underway."
Tournament Saturday. Jessamine
Reagan has proposed a $33 billion
County was second with 185 Cooper, storytelling; and Bazzell,
original oratory.
increase in Pentagon 'spending for
points.
Third places were won_hy _Hale, . 1983— arise of-18-percent:The Calloway team of Terry
prose; Kenneth Futrell, boys exMeese made his comments on
Bourland and Phil Orr won the
temporaneous speaking; Gina
ABC's "This Week with David
debate competition. Orr, who
Brown, girls extemporaneous
Brinkley." Stockman was intertotalled 135 points in the event, speaking; and Mills and Christy
viewed on CBS' "Face the Nareceived the High Speaker Award.
Hale,duet acting.
tion."
Other individual first places for
The Lakers are coached by
Republicans used their majority
Calloway were Cindy trazzell,
Larry England.
strength to enact Reagan's proposals intact in the Senate last
year, and then attracted enough
conservatives from the
Democratic majority iii the House
to prevail there as well.
But Jones said the political
climate "is substantially difDuring the previous 32 hours,
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Bowman, Jean Marie Cox, 30, a
Police had no choice when they
nurse, and Jo Cummins, a
burst into a tiny room at St. Jude
psychologist, had attempjed to
Children's Hospital to kill a gunreason with their captor whose
man who had held three people at
son, Robert Michael Goulet, had
..gunpoint for 32 hours, the former
died at St. Jude 14 months before.
hostages say.
Goulet told his hostages and the
-I don't believe there was a
police negotiators who kept a
choice," Dr. Paul Bowman said, telephone line open into the room
WASHINGTON (AP) — ReacSaturday as he and the other two
that he wanted to air his theory
tions from 'Democrats and
began
their
former hostages
about the cause of the leukemia
Republicans alike to the presirecovery from the ordeal.
which claimed his son's life.
dent's 1983 budget indicate the
Bowman suffered a dislocated
"It seemed to me that he picked
Reaganomics Express that roared
shoulder in the scuffle with his
us (as hostages) because he
through Congress last year will
captor just before he was freed. thought we would understand...he
have to build up a lot more steam
The other two hostages were
didn't hate us," Bowman said.
to make the grade this time.
unhurt.
Bowman, who heads the hospital's
Even the Reagan congressional
"We ,negotiated with the man
leukemia service, treated
allies who were instrumental in
for about.30 hours," Bowman said. Goulet's son during the child's ilthe . succession of budget battle
"He was not in touch with reali- lness.
victories last go-round doubt that
ty...The man was completely
Goulet, who was divorced from
his.new spending plan — calling
tsrazy."
his son's mother in 19794 was confor a $757.6 billion budget and a
vinced a hepatitis virus in his
Jean Claude Goulet, a native of
projected deficit of $91.5 billion —
Canada who lived in LaPlace, La., blood and his ex-wife's use of a
will fare nearly so well in this
synthetic hormone while she was
died shortly after 8:30 p.m. Friday
election-year Congress.
pregnant was to blame for
when a police marksman blast
Deputy Senate Republican
through the door of a tiny leukemia.
leader
Ted Stevens of Alaska, in a
psychological examining room
"There is no basis in scientific
reaction typical of several colinto
shots
rifle
four
fact
for
fired
his
theory," Bowman
and
leagues, commented: "I was just
said. "There is no connection."
Goulet.
sort of in a state of shock" after
being briefed on the Reagan
budget proposal Friday.
Added Kansas Republican Bob
Dole, Senate Finance Committee
chairman: "I don't believe
anybody realistically believes
EDDYVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Billy
that we're going to accomplish
Kentucky State Police began an
Wayne Teeters of Bardwell, an in- investigation into the incident, everything the president sugmate at the Kentucky State Parker said.
gests....I don't think we can
Penitentiary, was stabbed to
tolerate a $92 billion deficit — and.
"We have a suspect" whose
death during a basketball. game
that's an optimistic figure," he
name
was being withheld "subject said.
Sunday, according to prison Ofto the investigation by (KSP
ficials.
The Republicans I talk to ... are
Detective James) Potter," frightened
Philip Parker, director of proabout the deficits,"
Parker said.
grams at the prison, said that
said Dole, who also predicted
Parker said a motive for the
Teeters, 23, was stabbed three ot
Reagan's proposed further
killing had not been established.
four times with a homemade knife
slashing of food stamp and other
during a break in a basketball
Teeters, 23,an inmate at the Ed- domestic spending faces an uphill
game. Parker said about 75 people
dyville maximum-security facili- battle.
were watching the game, in which
Some Democrats spoke more
ty since last April, was serving a
Teeters was playing.
14-year term for second-degree . harshly of the budget being forParker said he tr.i-d to save
mally submitted to Congress toa rson and third-degree burglary
Teeters with first aid;.'nt•-was unday.
in the burning the Carlisle County
soccesqul
.1 little 'Alice in
(:oorthouse.

C
* CHS speech team
wins Bardstown meet

Memphis police had no choice
in rescue, three hostages say

ferent" in this election-year.
Jones predicted that with the
problems both Democrats and
Republicans are having with
Reagan's budget proposals,
"There is a possibility later this
spring that leaders of both parties
can get together to rewirite this
budget in such a way that it meets
the economic problems....I think
that's probably what it's going to
take."
Dole seemed to agree. "The
Republicans I talk to...are
frightened about the deficits," he
told reporters over the weekend.
Dole added, "It may be a year
when we're going to have to
everybody give a little, including
the president, and come up with a
bipartisan package that will have
his approval."
In any case, quick action on the
president's proposals is unlikely.
"There is basically a state of
paralysis,"- Jones said. "We will
not be able to do anything...'at the
present time. There are a number
of divisions in both parties in the"
Congress that make it very difficult to put a majority together
right now."
Jones characterized .reaction to
the president's budget so far as
"disappointment, hostility and
then, of course, there's still the
true believers." A nearly solitary Republican
voice in unqualified support of the
president's budget has been Rep.
Jack Kemp, R-N.Y., who applauded Reagan for "not trying to fight
the deficit battle by raising taxes,

Opposition to Reagan
budget appears strong

Eddyville inmate stabbed
during basketball contest

Wonderland' view to this budget,"
House Budget Committee Chairman James R. Jones of Oklahoma
said. "I think the task for Congress is to honestly face reality."
Although Jones said "the
economic recovery will be
thwarted" unless the deficit is
reduced and pressure on interest
rates lessens, he said both parties
in Congress are in a "state of
paralysis" and that no consensus
on an alternate plan has
materialized.
"There is a possibility later this
spring that leaders of both parties
can get together to rewrite this
budget in such a way that it meets
the economic problems head-on,"
said Jones."That's probably what
it's going to take — it's going to
take a bipartisan consensus."
Jones said his goals in an alternate budget would include a
smaller deficit, adequate funds
for education, job programs and
other "human capital needs,"
spreading the budget reductions
around more fairly and downscaling Reagan's proposed defense
buildup — which calls for $221.1
biliien_inPeptagon_spending for
the fiscal year that starts Oct. 1.
Top administration officials
countered on Sunday that there is
little room for change in what
Reagan is proposing for the
budget without damaging the
economy.
"The president still has strong
support in the country," said
Reagan cOtinselor Edwin Meese
III. "I would never underestimate
the ability of this president to
mobilize the American people
behind his policies "

which I'm very encouraged
about."
"What I'm telling my conservative friends is don't be spooked
by the deficit," Kemp said.
But support for Reagan's
recommendations has' been
sparse, even among his congressional allies.
Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, the
deputy Republican leader, expressed the feelings of a number
of his colleagues. "I was.just sort
of in a state of shock as I listened"

.
to a briefing on the president's
budget on Friday, he said.
Stockman said the predicted
1982 deficit is about ;50 billion
higher than first forecast because
of4he recession and a an inflation
rate falling more quickly than expected,cutting tax revenues.
He also insisted the administration has not abandoned its goal of
a balanced budget, although administration figures now indicate
deficits of at least $50 billion
through 1987.

Vance formally enters
race for Supreme Court
Roy N. Vance,judge of the Kentucky Court of Appeals for the
First Judicial Appellate District,
announced Monday that he will
seek election in the May, 1982,
primary to a seates justice of the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
The seat is now filled by Justice
Boyce Clayton of Benton.
Judge Vance, 60, has served for
12 years on the Court of Appeals,
the intermediate '&vel -appellate
court under Kentucky's new court
system,first as commissioner and
since 1976 as judge.
The Supreme Court is the
highest court in Kentucky in the
new system.
Judge Vance, a resident of
Paducah, noted in his announcement that the decisions and rulings of the Supreme Court "affect
the lives of every citizen in
Roy N. Vance
countless ways, even though the
average citizen is seldom a party 53 and another as commonwealth
attorney of the Second Judicial
to a case."
"It is vitally important, District, then composed of Mctherefore, to every citizen," he Cracken and Marshall Counties,
continued,"that the best qualified from 1953 to 1957.
Thereafter until 1970 he was in
person available be elected to a
seat on the Supreme Court. The private practice in Paducah, also
quality of any court is determined serving part time as trial commissioner of the McCracken County
by the quality of its judges."
A native of McCracken County, Court from 1959 to 1970.
In that year he was selected to
Judge Vance is one of the few persons in Kentucky who was a serve as commissioner of the
licensed lawyer before he was Court of Appeals. He was elected a
judge of that court in 1976. In his 12
eligible to vote.
With young men being inducted years as commissioner and judge,
into the armed forces illthe early Judge Vance has authored more
days of World War II, the -Ken- than 750 opinions for the court.
Judge Vance served as chairtucky General Assembly enacted
a special law permitting- young man of the Board of Trustees of
men scheduled for induction who Paducah Junior College for many
met every qualification except the years, including the period when
one requiring them to be 21 years the new campus was established
old to be admitted to the practice and until it became a part of the
University of Kentucky Communiof law.
Under that law young Vance ty College System.
Since 1975 he has been a
became the first lawyer in Kentucky to be admitted to practice member of the editorial board of
below the age of 21. It occurred in the Kentucky Bar Journal, the official publication of the Kentucky
the spring of 1942.
He was educated in the Mc- Bar Association.
He is a member of the McKenCracken County schools and was
graduated from Heath High dree United Methodist Church and
School as valedictorian. He of the McCracken County and
entered pre-law study at Paducah Kentucky Bar Assoillins.
Community College and Western
Kentucky University at Bowling
Green.
The Murray Ledger & Times
Vance was at the top of his class
USPS 3011-700
scholastically at the University of
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Kentucky • Law School and was
Christmas Day. New Years Day and
editor-in-chief of the Kentucky
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Law Journal, a publication of the
Inc 106 N 4th. Murray, Ky 42071 Second
Cla
e Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
law school, in 1942.
ION HATFS In
served
The Law School faculty elected
by carriers. $3 50 per month, payable in adBy
mail
in
vance
Calloway County and to
him to membership in the Order of
Henton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farthe Coif,a legal scholastic society. • mington.
Ky. and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn , $24 50 per year By mail to
From 1942 to 1946 Vance served
other destinations $39 50 per year
in the Army, with .overseas serTi, retich all departments of the newspaper
vice in the Philippine Islands.
phone 753-1916
Vance served a term as McCracken County Attorney in 1949•
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Public has right to know
how cities spend taxes
House Bill 429, an insidious piece of legislation introduced at the behest of the Kentucky Municipal
League, would make it difficult for you to know how
city government spends your tax dollars.
It would eliminate the requirement that cities
publish a financial statement showing how city
funds are expended.
The KML claims that Kentucky cities are hard
pressed for cash and don't have the money to make
it easy for you to know how your money is spent by
the officials you elected.
Ironically, the Kentucky Press Association offered to have legislation introduced which would
save cities from 19 to 42 percent in financial
publication costs. But, the KML would't go along
with that and greedily had House Bill 429 placed in
the legislative hopper.
HB 429 would provide that cities publish an audit
statement, but as any citizen knows who has read
an audit statement, it tells little and can hide much.
A pitiful substitute toward telling the people how
their money is being spent.
The press association also offered to allow cities
to dispense with ther publication of their audit, but
KML officials turned down the offer, leading us to
wonder whether cost of financial publications is the
issue or reluctance to be open with the taxpayer.
It becomes obvious that the Kentucky Municipal
League has forgotten that Abraham Lincoln once
said,"Let the people know the facts and the country
will be safe."
The perpetrators of this attempt to make it difficult for the people to know the facts about city
government expenditures deserve the wrath of an
angry citizenry.
For that reason we encourage our-readers,tocontact local legislators and let them know that House
Bill 429 must be defeated soundly if all of us are to
continue to be as informed about city spending as
we have the right to be.

Senators seek action againstSoviet buildup
WASHINGTON — An early warning signal has been flashed to President Reagan that defense-oriented
senators, many of them solid
Reaganites, will break their selfimposed silence and demand
decisive U.S. action against the
soviet arms buildup in Cuba, using a
political backdrop that could embarrass the president.
That backdrop is the drama of
President John F. Kennedy's spectacular success in backing down the
Soviet Union in the 1962 Cuban
missile crisis. What gives piquancy
to the demand for action is the new
disclosure that Cuban airfields now
operate as a base for the Soviet TU-95
heavy bomber called the Bear — far
superior to the IL-28 that Kennedy insisted be withdrawn.
Despite the rising demand for action by an -administration that has
been talking tough on Cuba and the
Caribbean for a full year, but carrying a small stick, the consensus
within Reagan's national security
bureaucracy was described to us this
way: "We all agree the Soviets are
developing a fantastic strategic opportunity." But as for the U.S.
Counteraction, well, let's see what

looking back
Teo yearsago
----Navy Ensign James C. Hart, Jr., son of Dr. and
Mrs. James C. Hart, Sr., had made his first solo
flight in a Navy aircraftatPensacola,Fla.
William Sams had been named as director of
Computer Center on campus of Murray State
University by MSU Board of Regents.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury had reported to Circuit Judge Earl Osborne today in Calloway Circuit
Court. The jury had returned 18 indictments and
had reported on condition of county facilities.
Thirty years ago
About 150 persons had attended an appreciation
dinner for Almo High School basketball team,
coaches and cheerleaders Feb. 5 at school. Almo
had won Calloway championship. Buron Jeffrey,
superintendent of Calloway County Schools, was
speaker.
mthe
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committee that oversees Latin
happens.
America and the Caribbean has askThat is the cycle of inertia that
ed State Department officials to give
Senate critics are out to break, and
they hope that focusing on the Ken- it details and documents of the 1962
agreements (that resolved the
nedy performance will help.
Twenty years ago, when the U.S. _missile crisis) between John J. McCoy, representing the US., and
still held an unequivocal military
Vassily Kuznetsov, then a highmargin over the Soviets, Kennedy exranking official in the Soviet Foreign
tended the missile crisis beyond
Office.
mere Soviet agreement to pull out the
medium-range missiles surrepThe subcommittee, headed by Sen.
titiously unloaded on Cuban wharfs.
Jesse Helms, the hard-line conserHe insisted, also, on the withdrawal
vative leader,- means business but
of the Cuban-based IL-28s, a light
the State Department is exhibiting
bomber dwarfed by the long-range
signs of wariness. Senate insiders
TU-95 Bear.
say the administration does not want
Congressional agitation has been
to reveal the fine print of the written
rising for months over U.S. inand oral undertakings by the Soviets
telligence reports that Soviet
in the so-called "McCloy-Kuznetsov
weapons have been piling up in Fidel
agreements." A closed-door session
Castro's Cuba. But the latest in- scheduled for this week was postpontelligence added a new dimension:
ed for at least another week.
Cuban-based TU-95s, the aircraft
Rising Senate agitation is based on
classified in the SALT II treaty as the
the
suspicion, now nearing convichave
heavy
bomber,
Soviet
primary
tion, that the McCloy-Kuznetsov
been engaged in reconnaissance
flights against U.S. naval vessels agreements have been torn to shreds
by Moscow. The essence of those
along the Atlantic Coast for the first
was an embargo on "ofagreements
time. The TU-95 is a different aircraft from the TU-142, a recon- fensive" weapons in Cuba that could
naissance plane that often prowls. be used either against the U.S. or in
Cuban political manipulations
along the Atlantic seaboard.
Thp Senate foreign relations gob- against Central America or

THIS ISTHE PRIVAIE
SECTOR WHEN REAGAN
WAS ELECTED.

Vocational education
recognized during week
The week of February 7 through the 13 is National
Vocational Education Week. This seems like an appropriate time to think about what vocational
education means to our nation and our community.
Vocational education is the fastest growing area
of education today. More than 18,000 institutions offer vocational education programs with more than
17 million Americans currently enrolled. These
young people and adults are preparing for a wide
range of promising careers in many occupational
fields, including industry, marketing, distribution
of goods and serices, agriculture, health and
business.
Vocational education is unique in providing a
critical link between education and work. Through
classroom instruction and a variety of on-the-job or
simulated work experiences,students develop both
specific occupational skills and the sound work
habits that will make them valuable employees.
For more than half a century, vocational education has been an important part of most of the nation's high schools. But in the last two decades, it
has also become an increasingly important
resource for adults and post-high school youth who
need to train or retrain for new careers, or to
upgrade their skills. Outstanding postsecondary
vocational programs are available in area vocational technical institutes and in most of the nation's community colleges.
At the same time,vocational education programs
have developed into an important component of
many community and state economic development
plans. Specially - designed vocational training programs that meet the needs of exting or new industries help attract and retain jobs in a community.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more
than 80 percent of the jobs in the coming decades
will not require a-baccalaureate degree. But they
will require an increasingly high level of technical
skills. These are the very skills taught in outstanding vocational education programs.
In the future, vocational education will play an
even more important role in preparing the nation's
workforce. The theme for Vocational Education
Week really 3ays it all: "Vocational Education
Keeps America Working."

by rowland evans and robert novak

inside report

THIS IS THE PRIVATE
SECTOR VJHEN REAGAN
CUT SOCIAL PROGRAMS.

THISISME PRIVATE
SECTOR WHEN REAGAN
CUT TAXES.

AND WHEN REAGAN ASKS
FOR VOLUNTARY HELP
AND DONATIONS FOR
THE NEEDY.**
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by john cuniff

business mirror

Few signs indicate effects of cuts
NEW YORK (AP) — The rationale
for budget cuts is that federal services have become a waste and a
burden on the people, and that people
would be better served if they relied
on a highly productive private sector.
It assumes that cutbacks in federal
activity will be accompanied, by
greater gtrength at the local level
and in private industry,and that such
activity will more than offset
Washington's lessened presence.
Few signs, however, have appeared in the economy, the sky or
anywhere else to indicate that ihe
program is on target, and that might
turn out to be the greatest challenge
so far to the Reagan administration.
At this point it's an unfair
challenge because only four months
have passed since his first tax cuts
when into effect, and that isn't time
for them to have an impact on the
family let alone the national scene.
But fairness in politics is measured
by standards applied nowhere else,

and It wouldn't be the first time an
economic program was unfairly denounced by politicians seekirm to
regain power and prestige.
The administration is vulnerable.
Its projections have been so far off
the mark that credibility is now at
stake. A year ago it forecast 4.2 percent growth of gross national product
in calendar 1982; now it foresees very
little growth. A year ago it projected
unemployment of 7.2 for this year.
Now it is expecting a rate almost two
points higher.
The biggest fl iscaltulation of all,
of course, was in the size of the
budget gap. No longer is there talk
about budget balancing; instead, the
deficit in the current fiscal year,
which ends this September 30, is
estimated at just under $100 billion,
and that may be conservative.
Has there been a lessening of
federal government involvement in
the economy? No, according to a
study for the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States, a strong
defender of the President's goals and
policies.
According to Richard Rahn, the
chamber's chief economist, tax cuts
and budget cuts haven't yet begun to
narrow the government's deficit. In
the first three months of fiscal 1982 it
continued to grow, he says.
For the most part the private sector has reacted to tax and economic
incentiveg with inertia. Plans for
capital expansion show almost no
growth, and current activity continues to fall. So does productivity,
the efficiency with which that reduced output is achieved.
About 16 million workers have been
directly hurt by outright layoffs or by
reduced hours — and some of them
have been dropped right out of the
labor force, suffering the ulitmate indignity of not even being counted
anywmored — and that adds up to a
terrible waste of production.

Feb.8 reflected in history
Today is Monday, Feb. 8, the 39th
day of 1982. There are 326 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
- On Feb. 8, 1587, Mary Queen of
Scots was beheaded after being accused of plotting the murder of
England's Queen Elizabeth I.
On this date:
In 1725, Russia's" Peter the Great
died and was Ificceeded by his
widow,Catherine.
In 1940, the Nazis shot every tenth
person in two Polish villages near
Warsaw during World War It, in
reprisal for the deaths of two Ger-

man sonners.
In 1974, three U.S. Skylab
astronauts returned to earth after
setting a recordof 84 days in orbit.
And in 1980, Iranian President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr took over as
head of the Revolutionary Council
but was unable to persuade militants
holding 52 Americans to release their
hostages.
Ten years ago: A tentative agreement was reached in a 123-day West
Coast dock strike, the longest port
strike in U.S. history.
Five years ago: President Jimmy
Carter offered to speed negotiations

on limiting strategic arms by
postponing the question of including
the Soviet Backfire bomber and
American Cruise missiles in the
talks.
One year ago: In a Houston address, Chief Justice Warren Berger
called for a stepped-up war against
crime, calling such efforts "a part of
our national defense."
Today's birthday: Actress Lana
Turner is62 years old.
• Thought For Today: When men
speak ill of thee, live so nobody may
believe them. — Plato, Greek
philosopher(427 B.C..-347 B.C.).

elsewhere in the Carribbean.
Assuming accuracy of American
intelligence, the presence of Soviet
Bear bombers on any one of nine different airfields equipped to- handle
them amounts to a quantum jump in
proliferation of more ambiguous
Soviet fighter that has been present
in Cuba for many months. Some
specialists, however, believe they
may contain the bomber version of
the MiG-23, known as the MiG-27,
which would also appear to be a clear
violation of the 1962 agreement.
Administration officials correctly
fear that the coming Senate probe
points to far more difficulties for the
president than merely identifying
Castro's most recent Soviet acquisi.
lions. The true target is the president's curious lassitude in adopting a
consistent policy to deal with Cuba's
central role in spreading Marxist
revolution or civil war throughout
Central America.
What the senators are after is candid, public recitation of the extent
and significance of the Soviet arms
shipments, tlwir use by Cuba and
what the Reagan administration is
going to do about it. It may be a lot
more than they get.

heartline
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If yop
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply,but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I -started drawing
Social Security benefits 3 years ago,
at the age of 62. It was my understanding that when I turned 65, my
benefits would increase to 100 percent, instead of the 82 percent that I
had to take for early retirement. I
turned 65 in November last year. My
benefits still have not been raised.
What should I do? J.B.
ANSWER: You have been under
the wrong impression all along. Once
a person has taken early retirement
before the age of 65, and receives a
benefit less than 100 percent of their
age 65 retirement amount, that is the
benefit that they will have for the rest
of their life, other than increases for
cost-of-living. So do not look for an increase in benefits due to your having
reached age 65. You are receiving the
amount, and percentage, to which
you are entitled due to taking early
retirement.
HEARTLINE: I turned age 65 last
spring, and received Medicare
coverage. I am widowed and do not
know much about insurance, and
even less about Medicare coverage. I
was under the impression that
Medicare was designed to take the
burden of health care costs off the
elderly, especially the ones who only
have a small social security pension
and cannot afford high medical bills.
I had to have all of my teeth extracted last summer and a full set of
false teeth made. I thought that
Medicare would at least pay part of
the cost. I sent the claim into the
Medicare carrier and received a
notice that the claim was denied. Can
you tell me why they would not pay
anything on this claim? S.C.
ANSWER: The answer is simple.
Medicare will not cover any costs of
dental care. Many people find out the
same thing in the same manner that
you did. You would be wise to look into the Medicare coverage and learn
just exactly what services and items
that the plan will cover.
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Rainey

Tennis group plans play

"At & end of the meal, he
wanted the recipe for her pie and
also asked her the name of-it. She
said "Jess pie.' Not being used to
the southern language he thought
she called 'chess pie."
Now for a few recipes for Chess
Pie, hope you enjoy these.

by Rainy, 4ppyr.tin
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club.
will meet Thursday, Feb. 11, at 9 a.m. at home of
Vickie Baker to go to Kenlake Tennis Center for
play.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Janice
Howe, Agnes Payne, Cathy Young and Leisa •
Faughn; Court Two — Annie Knight, Vickie Baker,
Norma Frank and Sandy Branon; Court Three —
Janie Ryan, Vickie Mille, Marilyn Adkins and Mug
Rigsby. For a substitute call Judy Latimer or
Becky Wilson.

Fashion show scheduled
-Aloha Spring," the annual fashion show of Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club, will be Tuesday, March 16, at the club house. A luncheon will be
at 12 noon and a dessert at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets will be available after Feb. 16 from
department members.and also from Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank. Proceeds will be used in part
to support the children's concerts, scholarships and
civic music activities.

So the name became chess pie.
Another explanation was given
in a cookbook.
A rich family surviving hard
times had company over for dinner. The maid had to fix
something for dessert, so She
made a pie from what she had
available. The company loved it,
asked what it was and the maid
said,"Jess pie."
A woman from,Natchez, Miss.,
has another slight variation of the
same story.
"When I Was a small girl I heard
this story of how chess pie came to
have its name.
"During the war a northern
general was dining at one of the
southern plantations where a very
good cook had prepared the meal
for them.

A number of people have asked
about the origin of the name of
chess -pie. Most northerners are
intrigued about "chess pie" and
they wonder why it is called that.
An article in a food magazine
explained the name.
Chess pie was really "jess" pie.
Years ago on a Southern plantation a servant prepared a pie with
many rich ingredients such,as butter and eggs. Children of the plantation came into the kitchen and
asked what the servant was making.
"Jess pie," the cook replied.

Chess Pie
3eggs
1 stick butter(melted)
14 C.sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tsp. vinegar
1 heaping tsp. corn meal
Beat eggs, 1 at a time, into
sugar and melted butter; add
other ingredients. Mix and pour
into unooked pie shell. Bake in
oven at150 degrees for 45 minutes
(or until it gets thick.) If it gets
brown before done,loosely place a
tent of foil over it.
Chocolate Chess Pie
I stick butter or oleo
14 C.sugar
T finnr

2T.cocoa
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
'41 cup milk
Pie shell(unbaked)
Melt butter. In separate pan
mix sugar, flour and cocoa. Pour
in butter. Stir to mix. Add eggs,
one at a time, stirring after each.
Add Milk and vanilla. Pour into
unbaked shell. Bake at 350
degrees for 40 minutes.
Lemon Chess Pie
2 cu. sugar
4 lb. butter
Juice of 2lemons
4 eggs
pinch of salt
Melt butter and cream into the
sugar. Break 1 whole egg into this
and stir. Add all eggs, one at a
time, stirring each time. Do not
beat. Add lemon juice and stir.
Pour into in unbaked pie shell and
bake at 325 degrees for 1 hour or
until set and brown. Watch pie and
reduce heat as it must not bubble
or boil.
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Dermatologist finds patient's ring
as cause for his mysterious odor
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FOUR GENERATIONS were represented at a reunion recently at a dinner at
the home of Marvin and Elizabeth Parks. They are, from left, front row, June
Parks, Kelly Parks, daughter of Greg and Donna Parks, Elizabeth Parks, great
grandmother of Kelly, Donna Parks, back row,Swann Parks, Memphis, Marvin
Parks, great grandfather of Kelly, and Greg Parks,Gulfport, Miss.
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MET TRUSTEES
NEW YORK (AP) —
Election as trustees, of
Justice Ivan Warner of
the New York Supreme
Court; Marife Hernandez, president of the
Cultural Communications Group.„,and Mrs.
Samuel P. Reed has been
announced by the
Metropolitan Museum of
Art.

head, followed his nose distinguished best
and started to sniff out smeller.
e.g
the reason — literally:
First he smelled the poor
DEAR ABBY: I'm
man's head, and it smell- writing about the 15-yeared OK. Then he smelled old girl signed
his face, his chest, his "Brokenhearted Four
legs — all smelled all Times." She wants to
right. When he got to the stay a virgin until she's
patient's hand, he married, but says it's not
discovered the culprit!
easy because guys don't
It seems the man was want nice girls anymore.
wearing an intricately
I totally agree with you,
carved ring whose nooks Abby, when you say it's
and crannies contained a not true, but maybe she'll
foul-smelling gunk, most believe it if she hears it
probably a malodorous from a boy.
mixture of bacteria and
I'm a 19-year-old guy.
fungi. The doctor remov- I'm not a virgin myself,
ed the ring, instantly but I never mess with
freeing the patient from nice girls. When I get
his offensive affliction.
--married I hope to get soAs in any happy ending; meone like her.
the tailor's wife returned
A.IN W.VA.
••
and so did his flourishing
business. Oh, yes, the
DEAR A.: Just because
grateful patient insisted a girl is not a virgin
that Dr. Sulzberger keep doesn't necessarily mean
she's not "nice." You say
the ring.
DR. STEVEN AN- you never mess with
DREW DAVIS, SAN "nice" girls. Well, every
girl was a virgin until
FRANCISCO,CALIF.
DEAR DR. DAVIS: some guy came along and
Belated congratulations changed the no to yes. If a
to Dr. Sulzberger. a guy wants a virgin for a
wife, he himself should
•
remain one.
•*a.
ABBY: Now
DEAR
Making Room
that you've scared almost
Something
lc
;For
New & Special -ilk
every mother in the world
Tte,
,0.0
Boy 1 Print& Get The
against feeding her
Second One(a twasi a
-7

DEAR ABBY: In a recent column you had a
letter from someone who
smelled bad and had gone
in vain from doctor to
doctor in order to determine the cause of the
mysterious odor.
The following is a true
anecdote that I used on
my CBS radio program,
"Speaking of Health":
Dr. Marion Sulzberger,
a San Francisco dermatologist who has been
world-famous for over 50
years, tells a story that
dates back to his early
medical practice in New
York City.
A once-prosperous
tailor came to Dr.
Sulzberger desperately
seeking help. It seems the
man's wife — and most of
his loyal customers —
had left him because he
suddenly started to smell
so bad! He had gone to
doctor after doctor who
agreed he smelled terrible, but no one could tell
him why.
Dr. Sulzberger used his
•
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Is Coming!

112

children peanut butter, I
think a little more should
be said on the subject.
Many years ago I read
the same warning in
Prevention magazine. It
stated that peanut butter,
when eaten alone, could
collect in the throat,
obstruct the air passages
and cause choking. But
when it's combined with
jelly and eaten with
crackers or bread, it's
easy to swallow and
causes no problems.
I hope you think this explanation is important
enough to print.
PEANUT BUTTER
MUTTER
DEAR MUTTER: It is.
I'll spread ttmound.
Problems? You'll feel
better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby: P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
For a personal reply,
please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Your Individual
Horoscope

For
Price
Over 775 Frames To Choose From
Mon.-Fri. 10-4
The Village 641 N. Murray

a

By Abigail Van Buren

Frances Drake
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2 What kind of day will tomor- change of plans. Good news
row be? To find out what the comes later and you'll be in
Flowers bouquet. stars
say, read the forecast the mood to Visit friends or go

This week send our FTD

Dearts

to a party.
LEO
-tiuly 23to Aug.-22)- gatigt—
ARIES
Curtail _ extravagance _ or
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr
Despite some problems on whimsical purchases, for by
ttje job front, you'll meet with day's end a chance comes to
a chance to improve overall get something really nice for
You're sure to
security. Overcome a tenden- the home.
capture her
It's romantic
VIRGO
cy to sluggishness.
-'-heart with
And says oil
(Aug.23 toSept. 22) irP%
TAURUS
the romantic
the things
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ditx, You may feel stymied in
_fresh flowers
you've been
Though the daytime hours your efforts to get things acHeart Stick
meaning to
could
signal problems with a complished before noon, yet
Pin ond
soy. So call or
love
interest
or a child, later fortunate developments signal
exclusive FTD Gloss
visit us today
on
you'll
enjoy
happy times a pleasant evening.
Because every
LIBRA ith others.
up our FTD HEARTS &
Valentine deserves
(Sept.
23 to Oct. 22)
-_
w
Aff*_
--_
_
__
_
GEMINI
FLOWERS' Bouquet
flowers.
(May 21 to June 20) al"?' Don't succumb -to worry
Relations with friends are about inconsequentials. Keep
.egkeneta
problematic, though you'll be happy financial developments
947 Coldwater Rd. Murray
pleased about a domestic or confidential for now. Afterwork development by the end noon brings tranquility.
Mon.-Sat.
753-3880
SCORPIO
of the day.
8-5
(Oct 23to Nov.21) in/eV
CANCER
Though - friendii bfing you 'Nlping pod tzitil-iVii.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Morning hours could bring a assorted problems, you'll still
enjoy the fact that you're
popular and are the person
that others turn to.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) 3Iiiir
You may feel that you're
butting your head against the
wall in regard to a career
Off
dilemma, but a breakthrough
comes by the day's end.
Chains-EarringsCAPRICORN
2 ilj; 1
Charms-Nugget Rings
.4L_
(Dec. 22to Jan.19) Ifi
An oversupply of conflicting
Beautiful Valentine
?
advice may make you inGift Items, Personalized
decisive, but the encouragement of a friend makes you
Valentine Name Plates
more sure of yourself.
AQUARIUS
—FREE GIFT WRAP—
C7 ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
q2
qI2 Be careful in making a decision regarding joint assets,
though a favorable career
development makes you
positive about future security.
New Line Of Paper Goods
PISCES
40 Decorator Colors To Choose From
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Matching Solids. Also Prints
Be willing to meet others
Dixieland Ctr.
753-0317
Murray
half way when they seek to
correct past misunderstandings. You may receive a
travel invitation. .
given for your birth Sign. --

Valentine's Day
is Sunday:
February 14.
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It was through the encouragement of one of Joni
Eareckson's physical therapists that she began
writing and painting with ci brush held-between her - —
teeth. Joni has become an accomplished artist, and
her works have been reproduced on a popular
greeting card line. In this scene from the new World
Wide Pictures release, JONI, Joni Eareckson portrays herself, and the physical therepist is played
by Cloyce Morrow.

Watch For Details In
Murray Ledger & Times

Thursday,February 11th
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Coming community events listed

: Dissolving gallstones

_ Monday,Feb.8
,Oouncil for Exceptional
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
411filldren will meet at 7:30
lam er damage by early correc- p.m. in Room 215, Special
recovering from an attack tion of the obstruction.
Bile is essential to emulsi- Education Building, Murof gallbladder colic I had
severe pain just below my fy fats and aid digestion. ray State University.
right rib margin and Into my Storing bile in the gallbladSigma Department of
back. I was also sick at my der enables a large amount
eat
Woman's Club
Murray
you
when
released
be
to
was
I
stomach and thought
going to vomit several fats. Without it you will still will have "Sigma Night
tunes. My doctor took X- have a constant flow of bile Out" at 6 p.m. at Seven
rays and found that I have into your intestine. It won't Seas Restaurant.
as efficient but it still

kil

LAMB

gallstones. He says I have a
sack full of small ones and
should have my gallbladder
removed.
I have heard there is a
medicine that will dissolve
gallstones. Will that work
for me? IT I have my
gallbladder removed, how
will that affect me? It must
have some purpose or we
wouldn't have one. Will I get
liver damage if I don't have
my gallbladder removed?
DEAR READER — Yes,
there is a medicine that dissolves some gallstones. It
has been undergoing studies
for several years. It appears
to be useful in about 25 percent of patients with gallstones. Your gallbladder
must work well enough to
concentrate the chemical in
the medicine inside the
gallbladder before the medicine can dissolve the stones.
It is a slow procedure and
may take two years. While
you are taking the medicine
and still have stones you
might have more gallbladder attacks. Discuss it with
your doctor.
Most attacks of gallbladder colic are not emergencies. Unless there is danger
of rupture of the gallbladder
or complications, surgery
can often be postponed. If
you have another attack,
since the cause in your case
is well known, you could be
operated upon rather soon.
If a stone slips out of the
gallbladder into the common
bile duct it can block the
drainage of bile from your
liven This can cause jaundice. But you can prevent
the possibility of serious liv-

be
does the job quite well.
Mary Rowlett Group of
I'm sending you The Blood River Baptist
Health Letter number 4-9,
Gallstones and Gall Bladder Church will meet at 7
Disease, which explains this p.m.
all in greater detail. Others
Coldwater United
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, Methodist Church
stamped, self-addressed Women will meet at 7
envelope for it to me,in care p.m. at church.
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio- City Station,
Southwest Calloway
New York, NY 10019.
eacher Club will
Parent-T
I
—
LAMB
DR.
DEAR
was given shots of penicillin meet at 7 p.m.at school.
for V.D. Later I found out I
did not have it. Then a few
Tuesday,Feb.9
years Later it turned out that
for "The ImAuditions
I have lymphoma. Could the
of Being
e
portanc
lymphoma have been caused
Earnest" by Community
by the penicillin shots?
DEAR READER — Abso- Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
lutely not. If you were treat- at old freight depot,
ed for syphilis because you Murray-Calloway County
have a positive blood test Park.
(VDRI) it is possible that
your lymphoma caused the
• Prayer coffee by Chrisabnormal blood test.
The standard screening tian Women's Club of
test for syphilis may be posi- Murray will be at 9:30
tive in people who do not a.m. at home of Susan
have syphilis and never did McKnelly, 1102 Meadow
have syphilis. Other diseases
seem to cause the reaction. Lane
This includes malaria, lupus
erythematosus and rheumaCircles of First United
toid arthritis. It may also be Methodist Church
caused by pneumonia.
The chances of having Women will meet as
such a -false positive-test for-- - follows-Alice--Waters -at
increases with age. church, Bessie Tucker at
;uTpbu
surprised to know homeof Betty Lowry,and
that 10 percent of people
at
more than 70 years of age Maryleona Frost
at
all
Party,
Tea
Boston
tests.
positive
have false
Any positive VDRL test for 9:30 a.m., and Faith
syphilis should be investigat- Doran at church at 2 p.m.
ed with other,.more sensi--tive, tests before making a
Groups of First Baptist
final diagnosis.

Church Women will meet
as follows: I with Louise
Morris at- 11 a.m. and II
with Christine Stubblefield at 2 p.m.
Groups, of Christian
Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Cburch
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. James C. Hart
at 10 a.m. with program
by Mrs. Harlan Hodges;
HI with Mrs. Dan McKee!
at 7:30 p.m. with program by Mrs. Del Fleming.

Smile,

Make Today Count will
Pacers at 9:30 a.m. at
Porch,
at 1:30 p.m. at
Pottermeet
Granny's
town at 10 a.m.at Holiday Murray-Calloway County
Inn and Smith Pleasant Hospital.
Grove with luta Hutson at
Returning Students
1:30p.m.
United will meet at 7:45
Interagency Council of a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray and Calloway Murray State University.
County will meet at 3
Hazel and Douglas
p.m. at Calloway Public
Centers will be open from
Library.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac--Goshen United tivities by senior citizens.
Methodist Church Lunch will be served at
Women will meet at 7 11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at
12 noon at Douglas.
p.m. at church.

Circles of First United
Murray Star Chapter
No 443 Order of Eastern Methodist Church
Star will meet at 7:30 Women will meet as
follows: Ruth Wilson with
p.m. at lodge hall.
Mrs. Paul Kiesow and
Alcoholics Anonymous Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
will meet at 8 p.m. in Koenecke, both at 7:30
western portion of p.m.
Livestock and Exposition
Overeaters Anonymous
Center.
will meet at 12:30 p.m. at
County
Murray TOPS (take off Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Club
pounds sensibly)
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Auditions for -The Importance of Being
Earnest" by Community
theatre will beat 7 p.m.
at old freight depot,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
United Campus
Ministry luncheon will be
at 12:30 p.m. in Ohio
Room, University Center,
Murray State University.

Zot:e Peay

Countryside
Homemakers will meet
at 10 a.m. at home of
Patricia Ward.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with lunch- at noon; Hazel
and Douglas from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at noon.
Wednesday,Feb. 10
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:

Make Her
Heart Throb
With Flowers
Arranged By
Experts

Murray

The
DIET CENTER
Program
Really 'Forks!
effectice
DIET CENTER provides a safe.
to
and nutritionally sound approach
dieting.

Carefully supervised by trained
counselors who have been through
the weight reduction program
themselves, the -DIET CENTER
way- is understanding the
frustrations and problems of
dieting. Counsel is provided
individually and in privacy.
Dieters weigh in daily and
receive personalized support
from counselors. Programs
are adjusted to your needs
and lifestyle.
Muriel Sizer said
retirement meant a whole
new beginning thanks to
Diet Center. "I shopped
for a diet that would fit
my budget. Diet Center
matched my pocketbook and helped me lose
eighteen pounds
in six weeks..
DIET CENTER is reliable.
Over 600 centers are in operation
around the U.S. and Canada.
COME IN FOR A FREE
INTRODUCTION to the DIET
for you
CENTER Program and let rt work

*Violet Baskets
*Dish Gardens
*Spring Flowers
*Roses
*Violet Baskets
*Carnations
'Blooming Potted Plants
*Fresh Potted House Plants
*Silk Bud Vases
And Arrangements

Sound and Doctor
No Shots. No Drugs, Nutritionally
Approved.

Owner

Recitalgiven
by students
at church

Sharilyn
Wisehart

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020

ET

Linda Wright recently
presented her students in
an annual recital at
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
Best performance
awards for spring 1981
recital were presented.
They *ere to Lisa
Oswalt, first, Roger Hutson, second, Julie Baker,
third, and Kela Conley,
fourth place.
• Certificates also were
presented by Wright.
Other private piano and
voice students participating were Sherri
Rule, Jennifer Wright,
Heather Boyd, Beth Henninger, Wendy Smotherman, Elizabeth Marquardt, Elizabeth Bailey,
Barbara Allison, Brian
Rudolph, Shelley
Rudolph, Jason Bevil,
Dana Hyde, Benjamin
Wright, Susan Elkins,
Kim Bynum, Chad Olson,
Kerni Conley and Matthew Price.
Shelly Workman was
unable to attend due to illness.
A number of Eastwood
Christian School students
and teachers also were
present to perform.

ribleflora
753-9514
4TH

4 SOUTH
1
000/

a

MURRAY, KY 42071

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sot. 10-2

LINDA WRIGHT,teacher, second from right, presented awards at her annual
recital. Honored,from left, were Julie Baker, Roger Hutson, Lisa Oswalt and
Kela Conley.

Trudeau has
discontinued
tour for book
OTTAWA (AP) —
Margaret Trudeau, said
to be "unprepared for the
devastating effect of the
one-sided media reaction" to her new book,
"Consequences," has
postponed a schedule of
interviews that were to
have taken her acrossCanada in the next three
weeks.
A spokesman said Monday that Trudeau decided
she was not ready to continue the promotion tour
after seven interviews
here Thursday. The
spokesman for McClelland and Stewart,
Canadian distributors for
the book, said it was
hoped she might
reschedule some interviews.
Trudeau said she was
dismayed at the way
some interviewers, book
reviewers and
newspapers which
published excerpts from
the book centered on the
more titillating passages.
They overlooked many of"the substance of the
book and of my own feelings of shame...and the
human emotions that
make sense of what I was

DOOR
'FULL CUT"
DIAMOND CUJSTF_F?
PEG $200
/

A Lovable Cuddly Friend

"/
$881
NALL OUR CLASSIC
SOLITAIRE DIMAONDS

(A $3.50-$4.00 RETAIL VALUE)

V'

With a95* Deposit
on our Pottrcdt Package
Our professional portrait package oilers you
a vanety of poses and scenic backgrouncis
Take advantage of this great portrait value
and take home a cuddly friend.

95* $12.95
Deposit

'Lem :kf-

Total Package Price

1

Clip out this coupon and present it with 95c deposit to ow photographer and
receive the toy animal of your choice FREE!

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Feb. 11-12-13
Daily 10 A.M.-8 P.M.
641 No.
Murray

I I
*EXCLUDING ROLEX AND CONCORD

Bel Air
Center

One toy animal per subiect 95c ieposit per sub)ect or group
Minors must be accompanied by parent

Lay Away Now
For Graduation
and Mothers Day/
.514,

"
a.
•

oPy AVAILABLE

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD

SEIKO

WAL-MART

Moomi.

NOW

ALL FAMOUS
DRAND NAME WATCHES*
40°A)OFF NOTHING HELD BACK
ZEN

Our 244ostralPackage Contain&
2441:7434,"*Wallets&4Chasms.

"

0

Were The killggest Because We're The Best
OPEN DAILY 10-6
/Charge It With Our E Z Terms
WV

,ILWE1.116 BEL AIR CENTER, MURRAY

1
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Murray finds way to win in double-0T,64-61
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
At the first of the
season Ron Greene was
worried about his team's
lack of killer instinct.
The ability to get an opponent down and keep
'em down was missing
from the 198142 edition of
the Murray State Racers.
Well, after 13 games
decided by five points or
less (eight decided by
three or less) and Sunday's most recent win a double-overtime 64-61
thriller over Austin Peay
- G'Nene is' no longer
worried about The killer
instinct.
Now he says the mark
of a good team is just finding a way to win - no
matter what.
After Sunday's televised triumph, Greene
relaxed against the wall
outside the Racers'dressing room. "Anybody can
do that (overtime win) at
home, but doing it on the
road separates the men
from the boys," he said.
The OT win was
nothing new to the
Racers' who have been
successful in 12 of their 13
games decided by five
points or less„ S9 how do
they do it?
"We've been there a
few times before and
we're able to call on past
success in stress situations," Greene explained.
Glen Green, whose six
assists and 11 points aided the Racer cause, said
sometimes the team just
plays better when they

get behind. "I'm not sure
if we were expecting a
cakewalk or what, but we
were standing around
early and they got away
from us."
Ricky Hood, who led
the Racers with 15 points,
10 rebounds, including a
slam dunk that ignited
the Murray State
recovery, gave credit to
thefan support.
"We've got great fans.
We wanted to establish
ourselves in the beginning, but they've got a
pretty good team. Our
fans were still with us,
even when we got behind.
They really get us going," Hood said.
The Racers trailed by
as much as 12 in the second half and by eight
with only 1:08 remaining.
Austin Peay was looking
ahead to its third Ohio
Valley Conference win,
but Murray State still had
some bullet-dodging to
do.
A Green assist to Hood
in the lane cut .the advantage tO 57-51, then
Green hit a foul shot 10
seconds later to trim the
lead to 57-52.
Green looped a pass to
Hood for a stuff with :37
on the clock in regulation,
giving the Govs a mere
57-54 lead. Hood was fouled while shooting and his
bonus shot narrowed the
gap to 57-55.
APSU reserve Alvin Ingle hit both ends of a oneplus-bonus opportunity to
move the Govs'lead to 5955 and in a rebound strug-

"I have 17 reasons why
H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."
REASON 116: H&R Block's trained tax preparers
This year there are 47 different forms and schedules for
income tax filers.
Using the wrong form, or 'omitting one, could cost you
money. Or cause an IRS inquiry. H&R Block preparers are
trained to know the forms and how to use each of them to
your best advantage.

egi H&R BLOCK mr.,
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

903 Arcadia Street

pa.9 A.M.•6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Set. Phone 753-9264
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

gle with :25 left, Hood
fouled out.
Both Ingle and Mandel
Stockton missed free
throws in the final halfminute while a Walt
Davis layup and a pair of
Brian Stewart free
throws sent the game into
its first overtime tied at
59.
Gov coach Ron
Bargatze pointed to
Hood's dunk as "a big
basket when they had to
have it." He went on to
say the Govs' inexperience eost them the
game,
"Anytime you haven't
experienced a lead and
how to hold it, like us, it
really hurts you in close
ballgames," Bargatze
said.
Another cause behind
the Govs' loss was the
absence of leading scorer
Lenny Manning, who hit
20 points and grabbed
eight rebounds, bat fouled out with :44 remaining
in regulation play.
Manning's replacement, Cecil Felts, hit the
Govs' only shot in the
fir§t overtime, but missed a bonus foul shot.
Racer Kenney Hammonds, who tallied 11
p6Ints, hit a pair of charity shots with 1:47 left in
the first overtime to send
the game into another extra period.
Green sank a pair of
free throws at 3:32 of the
second OT and Stewart
went to the line and collected the final Racer
point at :01 to improve
the MSU conference
mark to 9-1, 15-4 overall.

CCHS juniors
top MHS JVs
in 31-28 thriller
Calloway County's
junior varsity girls
basketball team evened
its record against Murray
High, Friday, with a 31-28
victory.
The Lady Lakers were
led by Beth Hooks' seven
points and six each from
Donna Coles and Tammy
Treas. Lynn Cothran also
pumped in five for the
victorious hostesses.
Murray High's JVs
received eight points
apiece from Kim Greene
and Lori Schanbacher.
Diana Ridley added six in
thelosing effort.

Fresh Meats
Beef Roast

Austin Peay dropped to
2-8 in OVC play,4-16 in all
games.
Sunday's contest concluded the OVC Network
telecasts, although efforts are being made to
have the post-season
tournament on tv.
Jon Verner,OVC sports
information director,
said Sunday's game was
a good way to end the conference network
telecasts.
"End with a bang," he
said, then added,"Leave
them wanting more.
That's the way to do it."
Thrtrsdery. -the Racers
begin the two-game road
trip known as "Death
Valley." First, MSU
plays at Morehead State,
then Saturday the Racers
visit Eastern Kentucky.
Victories over both
hosts would assure the
Racers of at least a tie for
an OVC tournament
berth.
MURRAY STATE(61)
Curran 64, 1-2, 14; Hammonds 44,31, II; Hood 64.3-3. 15; Green 4-15, 3-5,
11; Stewart 14,3.4,5; Adams 1-1,114, 1;
Slaughter64,1.2.,; Davis 3-3,64,11.
Totals -25-47,14-23,44.
AUSTIN PRAY(61)
Manning lit 44,20; Stockton 64,27, 14; Fella 34, 7-9, 13; Day 2-7, 2-2, 6:
Hill 6-0,44,4; Ingk 14,2-3, 4.
Totab - 21.45.21-33.11.
Halftime- APSU 27, MSU 21.
Fouled out - Hood, Manning. Total
foals- MSU 27, APSU 26
A- 3,501

WHITE SHADOW - Racer Ricky Hood(54)finds
the hulking presence of Governor Cecil Felts at his
back during Stuiday's game at Austin Peay. Hood,

Scurry continues for top MSU prospects

Single signing date wrangles recruiting
By Ken Walker
Sports Writer
Recruiting has always
been one of the most
demanding rasks required of a college
coaching staff. There's
always a.lot of scrambling and hard work involved in landing the kind of
blue-chip high school prospects that can help a college program.
This year's recruiting
season has been quite different from past years,
according to Murray
State head coach Frank
Beamer. No easier, but
different.
The difference was a
result, in part, of the
dropping of the Ohio
Valley Conference signing date. In past years,
high school seniors could
sign letters-of-intent with
conference schools well
before signing a national
letter-of-intent.
This year, however,
there was just one signing
date, that being the national date, February 10.
The old conference letters formtrly prevented
the prospect from talking
with any other con-

ference schools, but
without the conference
letters, all the league
teams remain in the
chase to sign the
youngster right up until
the national date.
"Most of the kids this
year used their allowed
visits in January and
right on up until
February 10," Beamer
Said. "The colleges have
a very difficult time
because of the one sign,
ing date."
"You might have a kid
you list as your number
one prospect, the guy you
want the most. Then, you
have a couple of kids who
are numbers two and
three on your list.
Sometimes, you have to
make a decision on
whether to go for that
number one kid, or
scramble around in hopes
of getting both of those
other two, once the kids
start committing."
In early February,
Beamer hoped to come
out of the recruiting wars
with at least 17 signees,
enough to replace the
departed seniors and
dropouts from the 1981

see a local western Ken- very much that year. As a
tucky high school star result, our curre,
make good in a college sophomore class doesn't
program. Beamer said have many people in it.
his staff looked at many So, the junior college kids
local athletes this year.
will help to build up some
"We tried to recruit as of the positions on the
many local kids as possi- team."
ble," he said. "We were_ On another front,
looking for kids who could Beamer said an anhelp Murray State con- nouncement can be extinue a winning pro- pected soon on a replacegrams."
ment for Ralph Friedgen,
Beamer also noted the the Racers' assistant
upcoming spring practice head coach and offensive
for the Racers, which will line coach in 1981.
run from March 22 to Friedgen left the Murray
April 24. He said there State staff in January to
will be several junior col- take a coaching position
lege transfers joining the at his alma mater, the
team for spring practice. University of Maryland.
"I feel very good about
-We're looking at
some of these funior col- several qualified peolege kids," Beamer said. ple," Benner- said.
"We really needed to go "Right now, we're in a
out and get some junior screening process,
c?llege kids. A couple of because we want to get
years ago, we had a situa- the best person for the
tion where we didn't lose job. I've felt very good
very many seniors off our about the people I've talkteam,so we didn't recruit ed to so far."

Sports, briefly
TENNIS
, TORONTO (AP) Czechoslovakian Ivan
Lendl defeated John
McEnroe 2-5, 3-6, 7-6, 7-5
to win-the$350,000 Molson
Tennis Challenge, an
eight-man, round-robin
tournament.
February
9 10-fl

BUENOS AIRES,
Argentina (AP) - Topseeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina beat countryman Alejandro Ganzabal 6-2, 6-4 in the final
of the $75,000 Argentine
Grand Prix tennis tournament.

"That's the way
YOU want
it:'
Men's or Ladies

2 Piece
Suits
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We have a good selection Old Fashioned Lunch
fresh while you wait.

• Uses Instant-Loading
$ 1 39

Choice Sides of Beef

Lb

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
07 It jra St.

team. Murray State offers both full scholarships
and half scholarships, introducing yet another
variable into the game of
recruiting.
"Another factor in the
recruiting this year was
the decrease in OVC
scholarships allowed,"
Beamer added. -"The
number of scholarships
went from 70 to 65, so we
have less scholarships to
work with."
Beamer gets recruiting
help from his entire staff
but one assistant in particular has a big hand in
the process. Reed May,
the Racers' offensive
receivers coach, is also
the recruiting coordinator for the team.
"Reed oversees the
whole operation,';
Beamer said."He sets up
our recruiting _weekends,
which can get pretty hectic and involves a lot of
planning. He handles our
overall recruiting list,
which includes all the
prospects we're interested in. He does an
excellent recruiting job
himself, as well."
Racer fans often like to

$399

_
Pork Chops
Pork Ribs
Pork Sausage
American Cheese Med er
Bacon
Wieners
Pure Ground Beef

at 6-7, 195-pounds,faced a slight mismatch against
Felts'6-9,230-pounds.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

-nen 753- III•
110014;7:00-S:00 Mon.-Fri.

We Accept Feed
SfemPs

Program Paks
• Dazzling Entertainment
In Color and Sound
• A Great Way to
Learn Programming
• Attaches to Any TV

Itadielhaek
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray "
PRICES MAY VARY

i44?9e.ich

•

The affordable way to enter
the exciting world of color
computing! Use it for thrilla-minute games the whole
family can enjoy, to keep a
household inventory, set up
a budget, or as a teaching
aid. Easily expandable.

Coupoo

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Control Shopping Center
Open 7:00 cm. to 6:00 p.m.
Mon: 753.9525

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
PARTICIPATING
DEALER
OR

Shirts

1 pc. Plain

Drosses

now and lino, oes wan
coupon MAI 40:03rnporoy garment
Good Fed 9 Owto 13

01011

59'
5/2'

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
• ors Shirt prices good all week,
folded or on
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Lady Goys
fall by six
to Murray

SEClead up for grabs
will be televised.
In other Wednesday
night action, Ole Miss is
at Kentucky, Florida at
Tennessee, Mississippi
State at Georgia and
Vanderbilt at Auburn.
The remainder of Saturday's schedule has
Auburn at Mississippi
State, Ole Miss at
Florida, Georgia at LSU
and Tennessee at Vanderbilt.
"The Alabama game at
Tuscaloosa was our Pearl
Harbor in basketball this
year," said Coach Dale
Brown after LSU claimed
its share of the lead when
Leonard Mitchell scored
17 in a 57-43 victory over
Mississippi State Saturday night.
LSU got help from two
other sources to move into a tie for the lead —
Mississippi upset
Alabama 79-69 as Carlos
Clark scored 26 and No. 9
Kentucky beat Tennessee
77-67 behind Jim Master's
15 points.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Eighth -ranked
Alabama has an opportunity to dispose of
two-thirds of its competition . for the 50 th
Southeastern Conference
basketball championship
this week.
The Crimson Tide is
lodged in a three-way
deadlock for first glace at
9-3 with 16th-ranked Tennessee and defending
champion Louisiana
State. Kentucky, which
already owns 32 SEC
titles, is only .one notch
behind at 8-4.
Those four teams
figure to stage one of the
closest battles ever for
the conference basketball
crown.
Coach Wimp Sanderson's Tide figures in the
two key games this week
— at LSU on Wednesday
night before returning
home to take on Kentucky
Saturday. Both games

"We need a good, vocal
crowd down at the "Deaf
Dome" when we play
there against Alabama
Wednesday,'; Brown added.
The Bayou Bengals
dropped a 10946 decision
to Alabama in tlIg earlier
meeting between-the two,
but LSU has been tough to
handle in its home arena,
having put together 22
consecutive victories
there.

distinct advantage in this
race," said Coach Don
DeVoe of Tennessee.
"They've already played
all their tough road
games and they're hard
to beat down in Baton
Rouge."

Murray State's Lady
Racers captured their second Ohio Valley Conference win of the season,
knocking off Austin Peay,
62-56,Saturday.
Senior Bridgette Wyche
tallied 20 game-leading
points and pulled in 11
MSU rebounds to stymie
the Lady Govs.
The victory gives the
Lady Racers a 2-6 mark
in OVC play,6-11 overall.
Austin Peay fell to 2-6
and 7-15 with the upset
MSU center Diane
Oakley was the only other
Lady Racer besides
Wyche in double figures,
adding 14 to the winning
cause. Marla Kelsch,
Jeanette Rowan and
Mina Todd each added
eight for the victors.

DeVoe and Coach Joe
B. Hall of Kentucky agree
that a team with four
losses could at least get a
share of the title. In the 31
seasons in which regular
season conference action
was used to determine
the crown, only three
champions have lost four
times and there never has
been an SEC champion
with five conference setbacks.

If LSU is able to continue its home court
mastery, the Bengals
would be in a strong position to capture the title
again since they also
have later visits from the
two other contenders,
Tennessee and Kentucky.

In other Saturday action Georgia beat
Vanderbilt 68-57 behind
Dominique Wilkins' 18
points and Vernon Delaney had 17 to lead Florida
to a 69-66 victory over
Auburn, snapping the
Gators' school-record 14game losing streak.

Georgia also visits LSU
down the stretch, but the
Bengals have two Toad
games against teams
with strong home court
showings also — Auburn
and Ole Miss.
"I think LSU is at a

Lady Tigers untwist Tornado
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By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Like their male
counterparts, the Murray
High Lady Tigers used a
big third quarter at
Paducah Tilghman to'
come away with a 62-45
victory, pushing their
record to 12-2 on the
season.
Coach Rick Fisher is
hoping the win against
Tilghman (9-8) will vault
his girls through the
tough week coming up
with four iimigh games.
Tonight the Lady
Tigers travel to Symsonia
(15-2) and Thursday night
they're away at Marshall
County, which has handed Murray its only two
losses. The following day
the girls travel to
Mayfield, then it's back
home Saturday against
Marshall County.
Besides playing back-,
to-back against tough opponents, Fisher senses
there is a problem with
hissquad.
"We've hit a peak and
we're not improving," he
said. "I'm really not
satisfied."
Tilghman stayed within
a basket throughout the
half because "they
weren't ready to play,"
he said, adding that only
a strong counseling ses-

sion at halftime helped called "intense" defense.
Murray was ahead 25the Lady Tigers to get
20 at halftime and extendtheir game in gear.
"The biggest pro- ed the margin in the third
blem," the coach said, period with a 21-7 spurt
"is that we have some which put the game out of
girls who are in a slump, reach, although
and they're not working Tilghman did outscore
themselves to get out of the Lady Tigers in the
it. They're just standing last period 18-16.
Another bright spot
around watching.
"This is a very bad was the Lady Tiger
time for a slump," he defense, which held two
continued, "we've got to of the region's leading
come out of it with hard scorers — Crystal Bell
work. Most of it's just and Latonia Jones — to a
mental. They'Te not con- combined 23 points.
Murray also held the
centrating and doing the
things they've been shooting advantage, hittaught to do. But we have ting 25 of 57 from the field
a good ball club. There for 43 percent accurracy,
are plenty of coaches who
wouldn't mind trading
records with us."
There are some Lady
Tigers a few coaches
wouldn't mind having on
Satiutlay's College Basketball Scores
their team either, and one
SOUTH
Alcorn Still,TexasSouthern 75
of them is Kim Tharpe, Centenary
61,GaSowthern 51
who led all scorers with
E.TennemeeSt. 1114, Vill t9
Auburn SS
0,
Florida
21 points and 16 boards. Georgia U,Vandorbilt
57 .
"She's one of the few who
Grumbling 76,Prairie View 70
U.0
Southern
77,
St.
Jackson
has played consistently , Kentucky.77,Tennessee87
us,"
said.
for
Fisher
Louisiana St. Si, Mississippi St.43
Maryland 77. Duke*,
Donna Rousse had 14
Memphis St.71, Louisville 65,OT
points for the Lady Tigers
Middle Tenn_73. Youngstown St.ST
Minsissippi 79, Alabama 69
but had to leave the game
N.Carolina 67,Citadel 46
early in foul trouble.
N.Carolina A&T 78,S.Carolina St.67
N.Carolina St 67, Furman 55
However, the slack was
N.C.-Wilmington 69,Campbell63
picked up by Kim Greene
NE Louisiana 85, NW Louisiana 76
Richmond 60, William & Mary 55
who came out of reserve
S.Carolina 91, Clemson 86
to score 10 points and
S.Florida 87, N.C.-Charlotte 71
S.Mississippill3,Georgia St.68
played what the coach

while the home team hit
40 percent on 16 of 40
tries. While the Lady
Tigers committed three
more turnovers (26-23)
they held a distinct edge
in steals (14-9) and rebounds(40-20).
Tonight, Coach Fisher
will be looking to find the
winning, hustling combination. "We've just got
to find some people who
want to play 32 minutes of
basketball.",
MURRAY (621
Jones 2 0-3 1; Schanbacher 1 04 2;
Tharpe I 5-10 21, Rousse 7 0-0 11:
Greene hf 3 3-4 9, Greene K 2-3 II:
Thompson 0 2-2 2
PADUCAH TILGHMAN 1451
York 3 2-3 1: Terrell 2 0-0 4; Jones 2 lie 5; Ray 42.2 10. Bell 7 4-4 111; Wilson 8
040

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Symsonia's
sophomores and juniors
fought off. a height disadvantage and inexperience
to stay within 10 points of
Murray's Tigers during
the first half in the MHS
gym Saturday afternoon.
But the home team,
hungry after a loss to
Lowes earlier in the
week, let it all out in the
third quarter and exploded past the 5-16 Rough
Riders to an 80-38 rout.
Virginia SC Virginia Tech
Roughest on the Riders
Va.Commonirealth 68, James
Madison 66,OT
was Tiger center Jimmy
Wake Forest53,Georgia Tech 3$
West, who scored 20
W.Carohna 6S, Appalachian St.63
W.Kentucky 61, Morehead St.53
from everywhere
points
inniresr
and roamed the boards
DePaul 67, Marquette66
Evansville HI, Xavier.Ohio 73
for 19 of his squad's 44TeIllinixiaSL ICS.Illinois53
boundS. Symsonia had 19.
Indiana 51, Minnesota 95
Iowa N,OhioSt.SS,OT
Most of the visitors'
Kansas St.65,Colorado 58
spark came in the seeona
Miami,Ohio 72, NJUinois 70
Michigan 51, Illinois 53
quarter when they shot 80
Nebraska 67, Missouri 51
percent from the field
Northwestern 48, Michigan St . 43
Ohio U.72,E.Michigan S4
and scored 16 points to
Oklahoma IS.Iowa St. 69
Murray's 18 to stay
Purdue 55, Wisconsin 14
Tennessee Tech 75, Akron0
within 12 at 36-24 at the
Tulsa IS. Wichita St. 75
half.
W.Illinois 165. U.S. International 79
W.Michigan 75,Toledo 72
Coach Cary Miller after

7 Oz. Top Sirloin
Dinner $329
13ar
Potato, Bread 8. Salad

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
---tt a.m.ft 3ji.m.
Mon.-Sun.
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Just moved in?
WELCOME WAGON®
wants to say "hi."
When someone moves, WELCOME WAGON
likes to visit. To say "Hi," present gifts of greeting, shopping tips and useful information about
the neighborhood.
As the WELCOME WAGON Representative.
I'll also present invitations from civic-minded
businesses that you can redeem for more gifts.
My visit is a special treat. It's free, and there's
no obligation. We've been greeting people on
the move for over -50 years. That's why we've
become "America's Neighborhood Tradition "
Please call.
Nottree Oletionel 753-3079
Hostess
In9eborg
Mary
King
Hamilton
Loot
Asst.
492-8348
75.c570
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All Shoes Racked By Saes

Factory Discount Shoes
Mon. Sat. 9 4
16th IL Main

Shirts

$1 39

Folded or Om

49

Cashmere & Ampere Excieded
Ns limit With Coupe.
Present Cenipee When Yee Ones Cleans.
GOOD TINY FEB. 20TH, 1182

753-9419

N•tim, With Coupes
Insult Cesium Whoa Yee arise Cleanse
GOOD TNIU ite. 28T11, 1982
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The indoor track
season is barely a few
meets old, yet already the
Murray State Racers
have qualified two participants for the NCAA
Indoor Championships.
At. Bloomington, Ind.,
Saturday the Racers'
Elvis Ford and the four
members of the mile
relay team became
NCAA qualifiers.
Ford qualified in the
•
440-dash with a 47.56
time, winning his heat
with that performance.
Alford Brown, Willie
Thomas, Tyrone Guiden
and Ford teamed up to
cover the mile relay in
3:13.44 to qualify in that
event.
Other Racers performing well in the meet included Ernie Patterson,
second in the high jump,
and Barry Attwell, third
place in the mile run.

CLEANERS
SAVE MONEY
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improvement for the
Tigers to be successful.
"Jimmy (West) had 19
rebounds," he said. -This
and Farmington (21) are
his two best board games.
We really like to see him
clean those boards. It's
like the icing on the
cake."
MURRAY 1101
McMillen 4 0-0 11; Duffy 7 04 14; Pace
50-0 10; McCuiston I 0-1 2; West 76-l1
20; Wells 0 0-1 0: Alexander 6 0.0 12:
Boggess I 0-0 0: Billingturi 1 6* t;
Hooper 3046; Parks 1 04 2; Mathis 200 4: Wagner 0-0 0.
SYMSONIA ‘311,
Bohannon 2 0-2 4; Parker 0 04 0;
Frick 2 226; Holt 3 248; Purcell 2041:
Whais32-28; Bell 1 1-23: Scott01-3 1.
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5 Oz. Top Sirloin

the game said, "Symsonia kept ;t close. . .we
jumped out to a big lead
and relaxed. The second
quarter was the only real
time in the bail game we
didn't block out on the
boards. But we really
dominated the boards in
the second half. We had
them outsized and we
took advantage of that."
The coach was
understandably pleased
about rebounding,
because after the Lowes
loss he said board play
had to be a major area of

,
441%
9.
6

de4"eaftie OS

THURSDAY SPECIAL
5 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

—

Rebounding prods Tigers
past underdog Symsonia

Womens - New Shoes - Mens

THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

S,
7ops of
lunaninal
tine
ma-

SOAR FOR MORE — Kentucky's Dicky Beal (ill flies over a Tennessee
defender for two of his 10 points. Beal came off the bench and helped Kentucky knock off 16th-ranked Tennessee Saturday in a crucial Southeastern
Conference battle.
Photo by Hal Crouch

SCOREBOARD
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Racer duo
qualifies
for NCAA

Son 1 6
Merrily

$1 39

is.
Na Limit With Coulees
Present Coupon When Tee Meg Chemin'
j
GOOD TMIU III. 20T11, 1182

N. Limit With Cullom
Coupe. Whim Tee Bring Chet*
j
GOOD THRUM'. MTN, 1982

BOONE'S CLEANING TIP
*Silk. Many dyes used for silk are not fast. Some fade with exposure to direct sunlight and some fade under indirect or even electric light. When buying a silk blouse or dress, check underneath the
collar to see the true colors and try to avoid bright colors. Since perfumes and deodorants can affect the color and dye-bleeding may occur with normal wear. It is best to keep the silk away from direct
contact with the skin. If the garment is too tight, the silk fabric may
split or shred.

ONE&'S

Laundry
Cleaners
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Moon
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Negotiatingseminar set at university
A one-day seminar titled
The Art of
Negotiating" will be offered by Murray State
University in Owensboro
on Monday, Math
The seminar, which
will use the Gerard I.
Nierenberg approach to
winning negotiations, will
run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Executive Inn, with
registration from 8:30 to 9
a.m..
L. Sterling Aid of New
York City, a director of
Negotiation Institute,
Inc., and a law partner of
Nierenberg, will conduct
the sessions. He has
worked closely with
Nierenberg for the past 10
years on negotiating

assignments throughout would benefit most from
the world.
improving their
Aid has conducted. negotiating skills are
seminars for more then managers, ad.20 universities. He is, ai ministrators, lawyers,
member of the faculty of sales personnel, bankers
the New Scheel for Social and industrial and labor
Research where he relations personnel.
teaches Fundamentals of
Topics to be addressed
Negotiating.
" during the seminar will
Co-sponsored by the Of- include such subjects as
fice of Conferences and negotiating concepts,
Continuing Education negotiating philosophy,
and the Waterfield Center communication and
for Business and Govern- behavior understanding,
mental -Research, the why some negotiators
seminar is designed to fail, motivation, quesassist anyone whose tions and their applicaemployment or personal tion in the negotiating
experience requires at- process, developing and
tempting to change the using strategies and
attitudes of others.
counter strategies,
Among those who recognizing and develop-

lug negotiating climates, holt, all seminar
preparing for negotiation materials, lunch and
and body talk and meta- refreshment breaks
talk. Anyone who wishes to
Seminar participants register or to obtain addiwill earn .6 CEU (conti- tional information about
nuing education unit).
the seminar may call the
The seminar fee of $125 Office of-Confetences and
for one registrant or $115 Continuing Education at
each for two or more peo- Murray State University
ple from the same at ( 502) 762-2716 or i5021
organization includes tui- 762-4229.
somompoimmompiimo4.4wEmimmowiliumwmi

THANKS
We want to thank alii
our friends and relatives'
for the many gifts and I
support after the loss of
our home.
I
i God bless you, each,
/ and every one.
Mr.&Mrs. l'ete Lackey &

I
Two killed in church bus accident I
VICTORVILLE, Calif.
(AP) — A minister told
everyone to duck when a
church bus careened out
of control on a winding,
steep highway, killing
two teen-agers and injuring 28, the highway patrol
said.
"The rector, Larry
Warner, told everybody
to get their heads down,
everyone thought
something was really
wrong, and that's when
we overturned," said
Robert Hryniuk, who survived the crash Sunday.
The bus,carrying home
29 high school students
from a weekend campting trip, went out of control, hit a parked compact car and rolled down
an embankment, said officer Bob Nehls.
"The bus rolled -over a
couple of times.
Everybody was bouncing
around from the roof, the
walls,the floor," Hryniuk
said."As soon as I felt the
bus turning, I crunched
up into a ball and I think I
saved my life. Right
behind me were drums,
amplifiers, equalizers
and guitars from a concert we were doing."
Highway 18 "is a northsouth, serpentine mountain highway," said _
Nehls. "The particular
grade this accident occurred on is a 16 percent
grade."
After the bus struck the
car, the bus "catapulted
up into the air, was airborne and then went 33
feet into the ravine," the
officer said.
Names of the two dead
— a 16-year-old male and
an 18-year-old female —
were not •released pending notification of
relatives, Nehls said.
He said 28 people were
brought to four hospitals

in the area. Of those, 15 returning from Big Bear
had major injuries, in- Lake, northeast of Los
cluding broken bones, Angeles, when the acciNehls said.
dent occurred about 5
At least 11 were admit- p.m., the San Bernardino
ted to area hospitals.
Sheriff's Department
The youngsters were said.

/
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Be a part of the
oldest running tradition
at
Murray State
University

45th Annual
Production
Tickets:
$3.50 Adults
$2.50 Students,
Sr. Citizens

Organizations:
$2.00 each for
groups of 15
or more

Performances:
Feb. 11-13
Feb. 14
8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
Tickets on Sale Now
Tickets Available at:
SUB Booth
.Cafeteria Lobby

Music Dept. 762-4288

Proceeds provide scholarships
for incoming music majors.

Music, Singing, gancingi
Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha
Iota
Professional Music Fraternities

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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If the farm shar
food dollar were t
determinant, reta
prices would hayi
only slightly mor
one percent in 1981
Instead, food
rose eight pe
boosted primarily I
to 11-percent jurnr
farm-to-retail
spread. The incr(
.
farm value accoun
only one-sixth of ti
retail food price ri
cording to ecor
Denis Dwiliam of I.
Economic Researr
vice.
For 1982, the
value is expected
only one to four p4
largely due to last
huge harvest. This
increase will corn
little to the projec
percent rise in reta
prices this year, Di
said.
In other words, f
the average cost $1
will cost $1.07 this
And the additional
cents, less than a
will go to farme
higher gross retur
added.
The reason ris
farm value often
minor role in the
price picture is tha
one-third of every

Airman sent
to base
RAILROAI

Airman Keith D. Finney,son of Charles D.and
Kathryn L. Finney of 1712
Calloway Ave., Murray,
has been assigned to Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., after
completing Air Force
basic training.
During the six weeks at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, the airman
studied the Air Force

Keith D.Finney
mission, organization and
customs and received
special training in human
relations.
In addition, airmen
who complete basic training earn credits toward
an associate degree in applied science through the
Community College of the
Air Force.
The airman will now
receive specialized instruction in the civil
engineering field.
He is a 1981 graduate of
Murray High School.
His wife, Charissa, is
the daughter of Cecil and
Cathiner Glass of Route
8, also of Murray.

'Salem Slim Lights 100's.

Light in tar. Light in looks.
With all the smooth
ountry freshness of a Salem.
-One Beautiful Menthol 1'..
in one beautiful box.

Introducing Fu
stand out from
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_tall order for a
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arm-to-retail price increase boosts food costs
he farm share of the
dollar were the sole
minant, retail food
s would have risen
slightly more than
ercent in 1981.
teed, food prices
eight percent,
ed primarily by a 10percent jump in the
i-to-retail price
id. The increase in
value accounted for
me-sixth of the total
food price rise, acng to economist
Dunham of USDA's
omic Research Ser• 1982, the farm
is expected to rise
Dne to four percent,
ly due to last fall's
harvest. This slight
ase will contribute
to the projected 7nt rise in retail food
s this year, Dunham
)ther words, food on
rerage cost $1 in 1981
yost $1.07 this year.
he additional seven
, less than a penny
go to farmers as
r gross returns, he
reason rises in
value often play a
•• role in the retail
picture is that only
iird of every food

dollar makes it all the
way back to the farm,
with more than half going
to retailers, processors,
transporters, and other
"middlemen" covered in
the farm-to-retail price
spread, the economist
said.
The overall level of
retail prices is also affected by price changes
for food items not proof-- wed on U.S. farms. These
items, which cover less
than one-fifth of the U.S.
food dollar, are fish and
imported foods.
While the relative
shares of these three major components of overall
food prices vary from
year to year, the rough
proportions are fairly
constant, Dunham said.
But within each category,
many factors come into
play to affect prices.
Although food prices increased 8 percent in 1981,
it marked the sixth time
in 7 years that food prices
rose 16s than prices for
nonfood goods and services, Dunham added.
Last year, several
developments helped pull
down food price increases
from the 8.6 percent rise
in 1980:
*Meat prices fell during
the first part of the year

due to large marketings

and weak demand.
Preliminary, estimates
for all of 1981 show that
beef and veal prices rose
1.3 percent, pork prices
jumped 9 percent, and
poultry prices increased
4.9 percent.
*Sugar and coffee
prices eased as world
production increased.
Prices for sugar and
sweets rose only 8.2 percent last year, compared
with a 22.9-percent jump
in 1980.
*Elimination of the
scheduled April 1 dairy
price adjustment
restrained dairy price increases to 7.3 percent.
This compares with 9.8
percent in 1980.
The farm value accounted for 36 percent of
the retail price for
domestic forth foods last
year — down from 37 percent in 1980, Dunham
said. but this percentage
varies greatly among
foods. "In general,
farmers get a bigger
share of the retail food
dollar from animal products, and the smallest
from processed crop products." Dunham noted slightly
more than half the retail
price of meats goes to

producers, while only 14 production. About 27
percent of the cost of months can elapse from
bakery and cereal pro- the time a heifer is bred
ducts covers farm value. until her calf reaches
A 10-percent rise in the slaughter weight. This
farm value of a pound of biological lag delays
Choice beef, for example, rebuilding of the beef
would boost retail beef herd from the time the
prices about 6 percent. In production decision is
contrast,a 10 percent rise made.
in the' farm value of
If weak farm prices
wheat might raise the generally restrained
retail price for a loaf of retail food price rises,offbread by only one per- the-farm costs shoved
harder the other way:
cent.
Besides product-to- The farm-to-retail price
product variations, the spread jumped 10 to 11
farm value of foods is percent to account for
marked by volatility: It two-thirds of the total
rises and falls depending 1981 food price hike, acon production of
foodstuffs. "A relatively
small change in farm output often triggers a
larger change in farm
prices, and, thus, the
farm value of food,"
Dunham said. Major factors behind this domestic
volatility are weather
By LOUISE COOK
variations and physical Associated
Press Writer
production limitations.
government
The
is
An example, unusually
good weather in major beginning hearings this
U.S. growing areas 'week on a proposal that
resulted in a record 1981 could change the look —
corn corp — a reverse of and possibly the taste —
the effect of the 1980 of some of the beef
drought, he said. An ex- Americans eat.
The proposal comes
ample of a physical production limitation is the from the U.S. Departbiological time lag in beef ment of Agriculture and

Fashion & Western
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All New Styles - lust Completed
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grading service which

sena 31, 32, 13, 34, 36,

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
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Merchandising

9, 11, 13, 15,

LANDOLT LTD
11 Poplar

NEW PERFORMANCE
THATSTANDS OUT

R-,74-41 -544

Introducing Funk's new G-4522. Here's the new hybrid that's showing it con
stand out from the crowd. Not just in yield, but also in stolk strength, drouth
tolerance, early growth, ear retention.; groin quality and harvestobility That's a
roll order for any hybrid to live up to But G-4522 is meeting the challenge in
every-tutcyory-. That's wtiut froukes G-4522-STOrid otit GivéiTo try but see me
for you order soon, because we hove introductory quantities only
And see me for these popular hybrids, too
''.."'S I'in"''''"'

Plant the World Yield Leader.

Buchanan Feed T
PURINA
Industrial Rd.
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Murray

FRANKFORT —
Agriculture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley
II will attend the National
Association of State
Departments of
Agriculture meeting
March 9 - 1 0 in
Washington,D.C.
"NASDA is inviting
farm and commodity
organization leaders,
representatives of the
food and farm supply in-

CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

ranks beef according to reduce the amount of
quality and yield.
marbling — the tiny
The change would in- flecks of fat running
volve the quality grades through the meat —
only. The yield grades — which beef needs ,to
which reflect the amount qualify for the higher
of usable meat a carcass grades.
provides and which most
To produce marbling,
consumers don't see ranchers'm6st feed their

top grades of beef cost
more.
The National Cattlemen's Association had

petitioned the USDA to
make a change in the
grading standards. The
final proposal is roughly
in line with the catanyway — would not be cattle on grain rather tlemen's request, but rechanged.
than simply letting them quires more marbling
In general, the propos- graze on grass.Grain-fed than the ranchers
ed switch would lead to beef is more expensive to wanted.
leaner beef. It would produce: that's why the
The Community Nutrition Institute, a consumer
group, also wanted
changes to promote the
marketing of leaner beef.
But Ellen Haas, consumer director of the institute, said the USDA
dustries, congressional might be taken now and proposal was "just a
leaders and adminiitra- in the long-term to im- reshuffle of standards
tion and federal agency prove farm incomes by without any consumer
personnel," Barkley said, expanding domestic and benefit."
Hearings on the pro"and I want to encourage international markets for
the attendance of those our food, feed and fiber posal will be held in Salt
from Kentucky who share markets,' Barkley add- Lake City on Tuesday,
Feb. 9; in Atlanta on Feb.
my concern for the ed.
11; in Washington, D.C.,
welfare of the farmer.
"Exports now provide
yhe meeting, at the on Feb. 16; in Des
more than 25 percent of Hotel Washington, will Moines, Iowa, on Feb. 22;
our farmers'cash returns begin at 1 p.m. March 9 and in-Dallas on Feb. 25.
The last major changes
and we intend to identify and continue all day
in grading standards took
specific actions that March 10.
effect in 1976. They also
lowered the levels of
marbling required for the
top grades.
Existing standards provide for eight grades of
meat: Prime, choice,
good, standard, commerbeen buried under a
Dr. Harlyn McGuire, a
snowdrift 6 feet deep. He Perry veterinarian, said cial, utility, cutter and
and son Dennis found one he had heard stories — canner. Most of the graddead and gave up on the mostly from pioneer days ed beef which consumers
buy is one of the top three
other three.
— about hogs surviving
But one day last week, several weeks after being grades — prime, choice
or good. The proposed
nearly three weeks after buried in snow.
change would eliminate
the blizzard, they gazed
Body heat apparently the standard grade comupon the barnyard and
saw two of the sows ham- made a cavern with pletely, and would reduce
enough air so they didn't the amount of marbling
Ming it up.
"Denny and I couldn't smother, the vet surmis- required in the prime,
believe it," Pennington ed. He also said the hogs choice and good grades.
The USDA says the
said. "But we found the were insulated with their
hole they came out of. body fat and packed changes will not
snow.
significantly lower the
They burrowed through a
palatability — the
good 6 feet of snow."
Pennington sail! he
tenderness,
jukiness or
Apparently the sows doesn't know the fate of
survived by eating corn- the fourth sow. -but flavor — of prime or
stalks and snow, Penn- -maybe that one will choice beef, but it says
that beef graded as good
ington said.
come out next week."
under the new standard
would be lower in
palatibility.
The USDA will consider
written comments from
anyone who is interested.
Letters must be received
by March 31. If persons
want to comment, two
copies of their views,
along with any supporting data, should be
sent to the Livestock,
Meat, Grain and Seed
AMS, U.S.
Department of
Agriculture, 2M-4nnex,
Washington, D.C., 10250.
Detailed copies of the
proposal can be received
The 10th of each month as a very important date to
by writing to the same adyour newspaper carrier, Your carrier must receive

Hogs survive Iowa blizzards
by eating cornstalks, snow
PERRY, Iowa (AP) —
How now cold sows?
Jack Pennington's
plucky porkers are doing
well, but no thanks to
three successive
weekends of blizzards.
Pennington said that
when the first of the
storms hit, he discovered
that four of his so*S had

jSouthern States

Top Dress

Wheat Now
And Get More
GROW

11111

753-5378

$850 To $14"
17
Open Everyday

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.
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Men's & Women's

Women's

The third major component in retail food prices,
fish and imported foods,
played only a minor role
in the overall 1981 price
change. 'Prices for items
in this category'gained 6
percent last year to account for about 1 percent
of the total 8 percent gain
in retail food prices.
Looking ahead to 1982,
USDA forecasts retail
food prices to average
between five and nine
percent above 1981 levels.
Analysts say a sevenpercent rise is the most

likely. If the analysts are
"right on the money,"
this would be the smallest
retail food price increase
• since 1977.
Dunham stressed that
extreme developments —
ideal weather or drought,
for example' — could
move the actual increase
higher or lower within the
range.
Behind the expected
1982 increases, the farmto-retail price spread is
projected to rise another
eight to 10 percent to
_again account for most of
the projected increase in
overall retail food prices.

, Kentucky ag commissioner
to attend NASDA meeting

Men's & Boy's

HMO

farm -to-retail price
spread increase.

Proposal to affect beefgrading;
hearings set to start this week

affects the department's

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
p"
AREA"

cording to Dunham.
The farm-to-retail
price spread consists of
costs for processing and
marketing foods. This includes labor, packaging
materials, traas,funtation,fuels and electricity,
taxes, rent and depreciation of buildings and
equipment, advertising,
and' other associated
costs.
Labor is by far the
largest component, accounting for almost half
of food marketing costs.
Last year, labor costs
rose 10 to 11 percent, setting the pace for the 1981

Both the top growth and winter-active root
systems of your small grains need nitrogen
topdressing now to stimulate growth and
lay the groundwork for bigger, better yields
at harvest time. If you "minded your P's and
K's" and "winterized" your wheat and barley
last fall, all you need now is a dressing of
nitrogen. If you haven't put down your
phosphate and potash, now's the time to
apply a complete Southern States fertilizer.
Either way, it's important to take delivery of
your needs as quickly as possible. Come in
and place your order today. CROW
MASTER

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer
753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Mama

REMEMBER
TIIE 10TH!

your payment by the 10th of the month_ in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale, cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.
5ANilelL1011 tune can be an
inconvenience for you i.nd
your carrier
So. paying by mail is a simple way to aviAd
getting
caught without the right change and you
avoid the
bother of monthly collections

mtienay Ledger ik Times

dress. Include in comment, the date — Dec. 30
— and the page number
— 63052 — of the Federal
Register on which the
proposal appeared.
'ADORATION'GIFT
LOS ANGELES (AP)
-- The Los Angeles County Museum of Art has acquired "Adoration of the
Shepherds with Sainis
Francis and Carlo Borromeo," by the Italian
Baroque painter Tanzio
da Varallo as a gift from
the Ahmanson Founda-
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Murray hospital admissions dismissals listed
2-3-82
Adults 164 Nursery 6

NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS

Tenn.

DISMISSALS
Cordies E. Fox, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Paul Holland, Rt.
6; Carrie L Estep, Rt. 5:

Carlyn Despain and
baby boy, New Concord.
Darlene Taylor, Rt. 4,
Charlesa Travis and Benton; L. Ann Oldham,
baby girl, Rt.9,Benton.
Rt. 3, Mayfield; Charles
April Barnhill and baby E. Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter.
boy, Rt. 3; Paris, Tenn.
Gene G. Dougherty,
Jodie Patterson and 1205 Lone Oak, Paris,
baby boy, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; Joy C. Canup. Rt.

1, Benton; Ryan Rual thew R. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Merrell, Rt. 1, Puryear, Farmington; Annie G.
Tenn.; Helen A. O'Brien, Heath, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
2101 Illinois Ave., Mary Vidie Shackelford.
Eldorado, Ill.; Billie CR Box 6, New Concord.
Willie 0. Sorrels, 317 1r
Diane Wilson, 1108 Main
St.; Oveda J. Severns, van; Robert W. Scarborough, Sr., Rt. 2,
1809 Wisweil Rd.
Windford D. Pierce, Rt. Dover, Tenn.; William A.
Rt. McIllwaio, 614 Ellis;
2; Michael R.
2; Lillian F. Robe on, Sarah Elizabeth Caudel,
211 South 13th St.; Mat- Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.;

Derwood Edwards, Rt. 5;
Mary S. Gregory, 510
Chestnut St.
Opal Phillips, Rt. 3;
Lula M. Michaux, 1102
Mulberry St.; Isaac D.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo;
Roy D. Taylor, 202 Eddings Fulton; John Pittman, 13ox 99, Hazel; Opal
L. Pritchard, Rt. 1, Hardin

CCMS honors
Ray Coursey

RAY COURSEY, JR., center, is reunited with Calloway County Middle School Football Team. Pictured,
from left, back row, Coach Burch Kinsolving, Coach Peter O'Rourke, Wayne Gargus, Robert Garland, Doug
Smotherman, Alan Douglas,Shane Brandon, Allen Jones, Richard Williams, Bret Welch, Tim Torsak, Coach
Bill Miller; second row, Mark Garrison, Kelly Starks,. Mike Manus, Coursey, Mickey Garrison, Marty
Sheridan, James Daniels, Darin Loftus; front row, Greg Wotham, Tim Greer, Tony Ray, Robert Garland,
Monty Morton,Scott Taylor, Jay Thompson and Timmy Garland.

Ray Coursey, Jr., was
honored at a "Welcome
Back, Ray" Assembly at
Calloway County Middle
School. '
He was presented with
a special cake by Peter
O'Rourke, teacher, as a
gift from students and
faculty at CCMS.
Coursey recently
returned to school after
having been injured in a
diving accident last
August. He has been
hospitalized in hospitals
at Paducah and Lexington since that time.
The student is a
member of the eighth
grade class.

6. Help Wanted

Glasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line .
of frames and custom
col TOWS. We do store
front replacement, pic
ture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
show cases
cabinets,
and display cases. Also
install auto glass, window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows, storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.
We 1.011 I lame on melt
your art ;mats

Credit Thrift now accepting applications for
assistant financial representative. Apply in
person at Credit Thrift.
Suite 2 Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
Jobs Overseas-Big
money fast. $20, 000 to
$50, 000 plus per year.
Call I 716-842 6000. Ext.
1705.
Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room
board pay. 759 1661.
Legal Secretary. Paralegal preferred. Typing
and shorthand required,
full time. Action Personnel 753-6532 or 7530418.
Permament position for
an experienced seamstress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
Ky.
1040D Murray,
42071.
Summer EmploymentSuper attractive female
first mate for my 40ft.
party boat. I entertain
business clients, April
through September. I
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve refreshments. If
you like the sun, boats
and water. with short
hours and good pay
write PO Box 446
Paducah, Ky. 42001 for
a personal interview.

Carter
Studio
753 8298

For Sale
Large assonant
of gemiee24 Kt.
gold dipped leafs
36 differeit styles
$2.95 Each.

Gold &
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
7S3-7113

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Mineral
spring
4 Bone
6 Command
11 Lament, to
Keats
43 Oakland
footballer
15 - Olde
ShOPLIII
16 Approaching
18 Italian
river
19 Agnes Mille
21 Pintail duck
22 Siuggish
24 Tal Mahal
site
26 Writes
28 Galena, for
one
29 Grants use of
31 Heavenly
body
.33 NFL score
34 Transgresses
36 Petitions
38 Postscript:
Abbr.
40 Pound down
42 Anon
45 Exclamation
07 Fuel
49 Stable
dwellisc
50 Strokes
52 Region
54 AL's neighbor
55 Teutonic
deity
56 Prevailing
69- what's
new
61 Distant
63 Sounded a
horn
65 Surfeited
66 Exclamation

2. Notice

Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

67 Exist
Answer to Saturday's Peale
DOWN
1 Secret agent
2 Guaranty
3 Cooled lava
4 Units
5 Brand
6 Sets right
7 Hurried
8 Excavates
9 Man's nickname
10 Rumor
12 At home
14 Oared
17 Female
ruffs
20 Sea eagles
23 Behold!
24 GA's neighbor
25 Mine
entrance
27 A king of
Israel
30 Break
suddenly
32 Paper

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. )539356.

MOM MUGU OUU
OUU ODIUM WOO
WUCOOM COUOUO
OCIO CUOMO
UNOQ UU EMOU0
UOU UMW IMMO
CO MUUMUU DO
OUMC BOOM ECM
IMMO ZU [AMU
MOOD CUE
OCOOOLI OUCOOM
WOO [MUM COO
OOLD IMMO COU
measure
35 Besmirched
37 Antlered
animal
38 Document
39 Potions
41 Young
salmon
43 Expunger
44 Concerning
46 Near

48 Molars
51 Highlander,
53 Celebes ox
57 Shoshonean
Indian
58 Preposition
60 Poem
62 New Eng
state
64 Tantalum
Symbol

I"flreIrCeTi"
Physical"
With

AN ASSEMBLY program welcoming back Ray Coursey, Jr., was at Calloway
County Middle School. Coursey is surrounded by fellow students and faculty
members at the party.

UMW NM AMAMI
WEMWMOI WIIMMEM
G. CORN, JR.
WM WEEMS= 6111
WW WM= WM=
WMEW WINN WEE
slam goes down. East exits
"Avoid popularity: it has can cost nothing.
WM many
WEIMMW
Declarer ruffs the first safely with a club and
snares, and no real
spade and the opposing declarer must lose another
WIIIMW WEIN
benefit"- 'William-Penn
trumps fall on the first trick in either diamonds or
WW MIEN MMEWM
round of tramps. What clubs for one down.
WNW WEIN WM=
Declarer has a free shot
should declarer's next play
his contract for more
at
be?
WINOW WMMW am
the
slam,
In today's tricky
one reason. Had East
than
If
sees
he
the
only
more
WE WWMEMEW dd more popular play is a.common diamond finesse, doubled
North's cue bid of
a
on
depends
Success
laser.
MINIMUM WMMWMM good second look and trying he leads a low diamond .tu -four diamonds
to suggest a
WM.= WM AMM a more subtle finesse that dummy's queen and the lead, declarer would- have--

THE ACES®IRA

6000 JOKES ARE
WASTED ON BIRDS!

5 THEY FINALLY
IT MEt
FINISHED!
GOT
1.4A M

HA MA!!

YOU SAID YOU WERE
GOING TO HANG
PICTURE
IN YOUR
LIVING
ROOM

2-8-A

evileummoromireernaawsm
CAPTAIN, OUR

MATTRESSES ARE
SO OLD AND LUMPY
WE CAN'T SLEEP
ON THEM

had no play. Given the
favorable lead, declarer
should take advantage of
the extra chance offered by
dummy's club jack.
At trick three, declarer
should lead a low club to
dummy, postponing the diamond finesse. West wins his
queen and shifts to
diamonds, but it is too late.
Dummy's ace wins, the club
jack is cashed and two of
dummy's diamonds go on
declarer's high clubs.
What if' East had held the
club queen? Then one of
dummy's diamonds would
go on a high club and sue-

PAY NO

LET ME
TAKE A
LOOK Al
THEM

ATTENITION
TO BEETLE
-

NORTH
•.1 6 3
Q J 1096
•A Q 2
J4
EAST
WEST
•A107542
4K Q9 8
11 3
Iif 4
•K J 9
•10 8 6 3
+1065
41,Q 9 8 2
SOUTH
•- - IP A K 8752
.754
+A K 73
Vulnerable! Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
illt
4+
6111

DAGWOOD!
I I-IEAR A NOISE
DOWNSTAIRS!

IAA SORRY DEAR... iT
AnuST'VE BEEN AAY
tOGI
IMA
SLE
EP
NATIC

6° BAC4-A
rerf)
,
cs

DID •ADU HAVE TO DO
T1-4AT ?I MEAN,
REALLY...NOW I'M
WIDE AWAKE

,

7PLEASE,HONEY...
TO
HOW CAN I GET
SLEEP WIThi 14:34.)
7A138E2ING LIKE
Ti-fAT?

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
311
4*
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Spade king

cess would depend on a
straight diamond fin'
Two chances are always
better than only one.

the toughest
Aerobic Class in town.
Registretion and intro
session Taesday, Feb.
9 4-7 p.m. late
registration Thurs.
Feb. 11th 4-7 p.m.

Murray
Health Spa
214 N. 15th St.
Fitness lestrecters
Alice Creig
'
Lei Fmk1111111M1

3. Card of Thanks
There are so many who
showed such kindness
and help to our family
when our home was
destroyed by fire.
Words are inadequate
to express the deep
appreciation an,d sinzere _thanks to everyone
for all that they have
done. We want to give a
special thanks to the
Calloway County Fire
Resque Squad and
members of the Flint
Baptist Church for their
efforts to save our
Rita 8.
home. Eddie
Lisa Culver.

16,Home Furnishings

9. Situation Wanted
House cleaning every
other week. Have references. 759-1255. 7532377.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Will babysit in my
home. Live in town. Call
753-7770.
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.
Would_ like to haul odds
and ends for people. $10.
per truck toad. 753-8547
753-8694
after 5p.m.,
days.

14\1/ant to Buy
Pool table lin. slate,
Stapleton preferred.
Regulation size. Call
753-1279.
Want to buy raw furs.
mink,
Raccoon,
muskrat, fed and-gray
fox, opossum. beaver,
and coyote. Call 618-3426316.
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748,
235-56.48,
Cadiz,
Ky.
15. Articles for Sale

Lost: brown Labrador.
Reward offered for
information leading to
return. Chris Miller
753-1294.

Metal desk 30x60 like
new. Less than 1 year
old. $125. 753-1323. after
4:30p.m. 753-5763.

HELP WANTED
LECO Inc.
Needs an engineering
aid to do calculations,
estimating correspondence for
Systems Division.
Backgroond in math,
blueprint reeding and
report writing
desirable. Proficiency
with word processor
mid file maintenance
essential. Experience
needed im all areas.
Excellent future for
well qualified person.
Resumes only to

19. Farm Equipment
1962 Ford '2 ton dump
truck, 1963 Ford 2 ton
M International
flat.
tractor. 753-6186.

22. Musical

WANTED
Responslide party t.
take up payments on
like NOW Am.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood.
Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Used upright piano. Call
436;2165 after 5p.m.
23. Exterminating

10. Business Opportunity
550, 000 to $80, 000 per
year. Are you bored
with your job. tired of
working for the other
man? National Company - based in
Lexington. • Ky. is looking for 4 distributors in
10 county area. Call
606-231-7886 collect.
Small business for sale.
Local business over 5
years old. Gross over
$125, 000 last year. Good
opportunity. 753-0180 or
753-2798.

S. Lost and Found

6. Help Wanted

30444. Gas range. Cali
after 6p.m. 489 2282.
walnut.
Antiques- oak
-pine furniture. Collectibles and miscellaneous. Open 7 days all
Year. Across from Paris
Landing State Park.
Call 901-642-8119.
Beautiful bedroom
twin bedrodth
suite,
baby bed, resuite
frigerator.
guns,
maple
table and 6 chairs.
753-9138 or 753-5292.
Two sets of coffee tables
and end tables, AM-FAA
8-track enstereo,
tertainment center. Call
753-6962 after 5p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
White bedroom set
trimmed in gold.
Canopy bed, chair and
desk with a butch top.
Dresser with bookcase
4 drawer night
top,
stand. Call 753-0309.

24. Miscellaneous
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS,
bookcases.
etc.
music centers,
Reasonable. 436-2566.
,atom pressors for
Air'
sale.b ill Electric.
Firewood fot sale. 4892615, 753-3523.
Firewood for sale.
Seasoned oak. and
hickory 20 to 24 inches.
$29. a rick- delivered.
436-2778.
Firewood delivered $25.
a rick. 4.37-4547.
Kero-Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $147.99.
Moonlighter $154.99.
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 $209.99.
_Radiant 36 $212.99.
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni
105 $247.99. The Director $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Salad bar 8ft. formica
and stainless steel.
refrigerated with
heated soup kettle. Like
new. Used less than 30
days. 3 Srtoelting
rettaU
machines,
china. Paris Landing
Country Store Hwy. 119.
Call 901-642-8119.
Slabs and sawdust will
deliver. Shomaker
Lumber Co. 901-352-5777
days, 901-352-3632
nights.

$ 1 0 0 0
Reward

Loco Inc.

Information on person or
persons involved in
shooting death of two
Cocker Spaniels in Sherwood Forest. All information kept confidential.

P.O. Ilex 75011
Podocek, Ky. 421101

Call 753-7479

Bid with Corn
_ South hnlds

OH.. WELL,'IOU GAVE US
A START. WASH VarR
HANDS, EVERYBODY.
DINNER'S
READY.

2-LB

%oral
1.•
24

ANSWER: Two spades-. The
six card suit is worth a rebid
since game possibilities still
exist sri
Semi bridge questions
The ACM
l' Min 12363
Tecei 7522S.
ir Hit self Addressed, stamped envelope

TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
m-oney plus cash
bonuses. fringe benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regard
less of experience, write
H. H. Sears, Pres. Box
Tx.
Ft. Worth,
711,
76101.
Telephone Survey
workers needed part
time to update Murray
City directory. Work at
home. Send replies
Including name, ad
dress, and phone num
ber in your own hand
writing to Mrs. Hilda
Lavender 505 Olive St
Murray, Ky. 42071.

NOTICE
The Community Development
Agency will begin taking rehabilitation applications for owner-occupied
dwellings located , in the South
Douglas Redevelopment Area.
Applications may be picked up at
the Community Development Office,
located on the second floor of City
Hall, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday.
For further information, please call
the A enc at 759-1224.

•

BEST

COPY

t

PALE lilIIL 111 RR 11.k)..
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in. I

ribs-oar% 8.

MI
24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts. For Rent

MO Amp code trailer Attractive 2 bedroom
pole. Good sae... MO. iluolex with fireplace
and carpet, stove and
Clint Colson 489 21118.
refrigerator in Panorama Shores. 436 2755.
25 Business Services
Extra nice 2 bedroom
HODGES TAX SER- duplex. 1003 Northwood
VICE. The Income Tax Dr. No pets. 153-0114.
Specialist 1104 Pogue Five room furnished
Murray. Ky. Call 759 upstairs apartment
1425.
near downtown
Utilities included. Call
753-4645 after 12:00
INCOME TAX
noon.
SERVICS
Furnished efficiency
apartment near un
753-7101
iversity. Wall to waif
*it 5 p.m. Melds,
air condition.
carpet,
ikns. hide, or soy Nos
$75. deposit, $100 per
War*sr Smoky. •
month. Call 759-4538.
Duplex apartment for
rent. Phone 759-1503.
26.IV Radio
One and two bedroom
apartments for rent.
Embassey Apartments
753-3530, 753 4331.
One bedroom, kitchen.
living room, furnished.
$150. month. 753-9251,
after 5p.m. 753 S414.
25"color $39.95
One bedroom apart19" color, 13" colment in lake front
or, 19" B/W
furhouse. Kitchen
nished, fireplace insert.
References and deposit
required. Call 436-2184
753-7575
or 753-7272.
One bedroom un27. Mobile Home Sales
furnished or furnished.
1968 Baron. Un- Located near hospital.
furnished. $2500. 474- 759-4756.
1138.
1969 house trailer. Call
No Luang
after 4p.m. 753-60117.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Call 153-4683 or
753-1336 after 5p.m.
1,283 tedium sits Ito
Moving -Must sell. 2
gas
Mill per et lbelicmbedroom. 2 bath
mobile home. Under
pal sit. kelp cmstracted
pinned, anchored down
coital Mat md air,
$4500.
furnished.
and
Litchi apcarpeted,
753-6360.

34. Housesfor Rent
A Murray business man
would like to rent.3 nice
3 bedroom house.
Prefer in town. Call
759 4676.
Four bedroom brick
house has 2 baths. Call
753 1893 days, 753 3249
nights.
2
1
Nice 3 bedroom. 1 /
convenient loca
bath
lion. $300. month, $300.
deposit. Call 435 4559
after 5p.m.

FOR RENT
.1...2 BR furnished, central
beat, very nice Close to
town on private lot.
02 Riveria Cts. extra nice
BR furnished. Water and
Trash Pickup furnished

MANAGEMENT

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

Do you manage your rental
property or does it manAGE
YOU? We will manage your
rental property for you

Colones'
Reel Estate
753-911118

CLAYTONS

NUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

29. Heating-Cooling
X,Businessitentals
N.

Mimi•
Warehouse
Storey,Spate
Fir Rent
753-4758

t.4
11141iSTATI

32. Apts.For Rent
One bedroom apart• ment. $80. per month.
Stove,
refrigerator,
a
water furnished. Call
753-7874 Lynn Grove.

34. Housesfor Rent
clean well Nice,
insulated 5 rpom house.
Electric heat, city wacook stove, uti I iter
bath. 4 miles out on
Federal Hwy. Couple.
No pets. Deposit and
references required.
.5593.
$140. 753-

.-'!5,7 •

37. Livestock-Supplies
College student needs
pasture space for horse
Call 753 3010
Hay_ tor sale. Round or
square bales. Check our
prices. Phone 70 1330
or 753 2817:

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer pups. $100
Call 759 1995.

41. Public Sale
BOGARD REALTY &
DOVER,
AUCTION,
TN. We buy liquidation
inventories of
businsses-farm equip
ment. Note-We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615-232-5150.

43. Real Estate

2
1
1 /
Three bedroom,
brick home
bath.
located on a p
proximately 1 1/2 acres
on 6.41S. $325. with lease
and deposit required.
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Three bedroom in Alm*
Heights. $275. per
month. 753-8411.
Three bedroom near
reKenlake. Stove
and water
frigerator,
furnished. $195.
442-3877.

One bedroom furnished'
apartment. Water furnished. Near university
and shopping center.
753-3949.
One or 2 bedroom low
utilities. $165. month.
Call 759-9303 anytime.
Small furnished apartment. Inquire 100 S.
13th St.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment. Water furnished. $145. 753-3949.
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Call 759-1457 after 5p.m.
Two bedroom unfurnished duplex apartment 1631 Farmer.
Available Feb. 15,
private drive and carport. $150. per month.
References and deposit
required. No pets. Call
492-8174.

Purdom & Thurmen
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

MOUSES
FOR RENT
•Doplox is town, new
tad
carpet A rod
threogintot - $160 per
month.
•1 !Wrens country Immo
on mils smith if tows,
largo lot with porde., $300
per month; Wm with option to porches. possible to
ossified buyer.
•3 bedroom limn north of
tows moor Al.., Rost $150
pm mouth.
•Oldor 3 bedroom ham is
lake oroiolic sorroon.00d, vivid
Amp,
boot,* .ohls for hardy
'Odom typos, $75.00 per
moth.
"Deposit end references
NOM,.
CALL SPAIN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
751-7721

36 For Rent or Lease
Would like to rent or .
lease dark fired tobacco
base without a barn.
489-2697.
a

1

43. Real Estate

FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Office Space. Approx.
600 sq. ft. utilities
finished.

Call 753-0511

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Hours
753-8277
753-3579
PANORAMA
SHORES
Year-round home,
wooded lot, 3 BR.,
2 baths, 1 car
garage, spacious
living -dining
room, cathedral
ceiling, glassed
wall for lovely
lakeview. Electric
wall heat, central
air, (Basement
level has bedroom,
bath incomplete.)
Large deck,
screened. A bargin
at $36,500.00.
FIVE MINUTES
FROM CITY!!
Reduced to a fantastic price of
$39,900. this 3 BR.,
2 bath, B.V. home,
entry hall, great
room with
fireplace, central
heat and air, carport. A lot of quality, ideal room arrangement for
family living.
Don't let a buy like
this escape you.

Dial-A-Service

On this attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furnace
very economical
good location on quiet street.
Now offered at only
$28,500. Home is vacant and ready for
immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
Extra nice 2
bedroom, unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd.
With fireplace, patio,
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal
and washer -dryer
hook-up. $265. month
plus deposit. Kopperud Realty 7531222.

Laid off and need a job?
Don't know how to
make ends meet? See us
about the commercial
some equip
building.
ment and living guar
ters that we now have
listed. Has all the
potential for a grocery
restaurant, service staor mobile home
tion,
parking. Priced at $39,
500. with terms arranged to suit you!
Roberts Realty 753 1651.

"Professional Services
With The
Friendly Touch"
After Office
Nears
753-8217
753.3579
LOCATION
COUNTS •
Only 2 miles from
city on 121 N. This
3 B.R.,1 bath, B.V.
has much to offer
owner built, central gas heat,
range, exhaust
fan, dishwasher,
all draperies included,double carport, 2 storage
buildings plus
large workshop.
This new listing
won't last long in
the 60's.
ALMO HEIGHTS
2 Bedroom home,
hardwood floors,
new carpeting,
remodeled kitchen
with appliances,
large utility room.
Big lot with trees
and a nice garden
spot. Economic
gas heat. $23,900.

(Crop This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

OPPERIJD

Taxi Cab Service
911

Murray
Dept.
Poison Police
753-1621
ies
Control Emergenc
911
Calloway
County
753-7588 Sheriff
\ 753-3151
RANDY
MINTON •
MUTING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

The unwise hat fee odes
-end Rinke•Maim ead
CsVevey County 882
**Met
753-81111

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Mame 733-5331/753-5352

Rot Signs
Murals
Ind(
Lettering
Cold Leaf
All Types
of Sign Work

1534903

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alaminent and Vinyl
Sidhsg, Contain trim
work. nforinces.
CA Will Ed leaky,
753-0611.

Quality Service
Company
Heating rand Air Conditioning Soles: Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal A Service
Departments

753-9290

Omar
aNTIMA KITCNIEN
CABINETS a VINTON
WOODINORKING
*GRIMitFTVSi
•CIESTOM MKT MC=
CANIENTS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500

•

PY AVAILABLE

753-1222
womikiii•

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Wanted. Burley
1
7
tobacco poundage for
m
1982 crop. Kim Wallis
489 2467.
753-1222
Wanted: Row crop land.
1101111P5 retIVIiirr.
If you plan to rent or 11111.11MAIMInill
lease contact me for
PRICE
your best agreement
REDUCED
Kim Wallis 489 2462

4, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

pilaus. Office kers I...
Fri. 141-12:N
NrIltroll Or.
Num,Ky.
512-724311
Elul bait 1111rImill

X.Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 with 2 pull outs on
living room and bay
windows. New furniture
central
and carpet,
heat. Shady Oaks. 7535209.
Destrabte-- 2- bedroom
mobile home. Small
single $85.,
court,
couple $95. 753-8216
after 5p.m.
Near Murray. 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths.
washer dryer. Nice
house furniture. No
pets. $145. per month.
759-1305.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 489-2611.
Two bedroom. $160. per
month. Brandi's Trailer
Court.753-$411. ,w.
Two bedroom trailer.
2 mile
1
Private lot, /
from Murray. $125. per
month. Water furnished. Call .Tucker
T.V. Sales 753-2900 or
753-4524.

•

36. For Rent or Lease

)
C
11
le

il
3F

M

1k
41
.4

t
i

Strout.
Realty
Office Coast to Coos?
%yen from Everywhere
Reliable Wyk* Since 1900
1912 Coalester Rood
Norroy, lootorky 12071
(S82) 753-0188
Awl*,
JOE L. KENNON
Masi
licensed loaded

1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Calf 7$33!67
1971 Volvo. 1 cylinder, 2
air condition.
door.
759 4645.
1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
S800. or best offer by
end of week. 753-6308.
1972 Volkswagon Super
Beetle. Good condition.
a
Call 753-3107.
1976 Pontiac Safaria
station wagon. A strong
full size wagon in good
condition. Call 751 8124.

"Prefessiessel Services
With The
Friendly Teach"
KEY
After Office
AUTO PARTS
Nears
44. Lots for Sale
Hwy. 121 Swath
753-8277
For sale 18 acres with
Murray, Ky.
753.3579
barns. Call 753 6136:
New and Used Arta
THIS IS IT!!
Three adjoining lots.
Ports, Batteries,
This newly listed
Marshall Co. Restricted
Tires, Wheel Covers,
home offers size, and water. $5000. 437
Auto Accessories.
quality and loca- 4760.
tion all at a
45, Farmsfor Sale
753-5500
reasonable price!
Farm for sale. 92 acres
Brick veneer, 4 ea- 35 tillable, burley base,
t r a large 2 miles west of Brewers. 1978 Caprice Classic
Must sell immediately. Wagon. Immaculate
bedrooms, with
000 or best offer.
loaded
huge closets, 2 full $0
condition,
376-5428.
0
0
0
4
4
with
baths, den
Get ready tkr spring miles. one owner. 759fireplace, big kitwith the punhase of 4795 or 759 1262.
chen/dinnett, cen- this 27 acre farm in the 1978 Cougar Mercury
Pottertown area. X R 7. Fully loaded.
tral gas heat and
Nearly new large $3650. Call 759-1465.
air-conditioning.
tobacco barn, well, and
Located in Bagwell nearly three acres of 1978 Ford LTD II. Call
Manor near shopp- tobacco base. Beautiful 489-2348.
building spot for that 1979 Caprice Classic
ing. An unusually
home you've always station wagon. Cruise,
good home at only
dreamed of. $35, OW. tilt wheel, power door
866,900.00.
locks, tear def099er-.
Roberts Realty 7531651.
power and air. 435-4574.
CIRCARAMA
46. Homesfor Sale
CHARMER
A new listing and a 3 bedroom brick house. 1974 Net,'35 MPG,
beauty-3 B.R., 2 Carpet throughout, 2 excellent•condition.
••
living
bath B.V. - baths, large
car
2
den.
and
room
spacious rooms, garage with large stor- 1956 Chevrolet
pickup, excellent coocentral heat and
age room. Call 489-2145
2 .car car- or 753-2493.
/
air, 11
a..
A very nice house near
port, with storage
of
Lots
Ford
.
1972
Pickup,
university
area. Carpeted,
carpet
space
MB,good condition.
large family room, closet
•••
throughout, large living
draperies and ap- room. dining room 1979 Monte Carlo,
utility room
kitchen
pliances included.
Near Bel-Air Shop- and bath. Closed in excellent condition.
patio in the
753-7113
ping, restaurant, garage.
back with or without
etc. Large, well
furniture. Price is right.
landscaped lot
Must sell. Give us a call 1980 Citation Nice car.
753-9400.
759-4702.
with trees in 50's.
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. -This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a. fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from reenormous
dwood deck
family room with
fireplace, two car garage and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

"OLD WORLD
CHARMER"
Separate children's
bedroom area with
hideaway master
suite with private
bath. 20 foot family
room with crackling fireplace and
exterior entrances.
This is truly a
sumptuous four
bedroom home
designed for active
living. Owner says
"Choose your color
and design of
carpet." Located in
private area but
very near country
club - 753-1492 for
your showing.
NEAT AND
NIFTY WITH
A PRICE
That's thrifty - That
2 acre
/
is this 21
mini-farm - Room
for your horses Wooded lot provides setting for
this three bedroom,
2 bath manufac/
11
tured home with
central heat and air
= Only $17,500 Owner says,"Sell".
Dial 753-1492 - We'll
help you with financing.

.Brick duplex near university. One-third
balance $533.22
down
month. No closing cost.
759-1071 753-2649.
Excellent investment
1 block unproperty
iversity. Electric heat,
super insulated. 7535791, 759-1074. 753-2649.
OLIVE BLVD home for
sale by owner. 4 bedroom, 2 baths. rental
apartment over garage.
Appointment please. No
brokers. 753-9211.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum
trim for brick houses
Jack Glover 753 1873.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753 7310.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 753
4545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry.
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing,
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474-2276.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you have a lease title
to your property 1 can
help you have a home
built of your choice on
this property. More
than 20 models to
choose from. Up to 20
years to pay at 10
percent annual percentage rate financing.
Call 436-5582 or write
Lynn Helm CR Box 120
Hamlin, Ky. 42046.

1980 Subaru GLF. 2
door, automatic, AM31, 000 actual
FM.
.
es
I
m
i
$5200. 436-2165.
For sale 1975 Corvette
Call 753-8963.

50. Used Trucks

1980 Jeep Laredo. V-8,
17, 000 miles.
4-speed,
Minor damage on left
side. No parts -neededr
$5250. 382-2832 anytime.-1980 Jeep CJ7. 4 cylinpower
der, -4 speed,
steering:" AM-FM rear
47. Motorcycles
seat hard top, 19, 000
125 YZ Yamaha Dirt miles.56500. 489-2689.
Bike. Only $395. Town & 1980 Mazda pickup
Country Yamaha truck. 30. 000 miles.
Murray 753-8078.
753-7611 or 753-0371.
175 Can Am Dirt Bike.
Only $695. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.
1970 Honda 350 CC
motorcycle. 5000 BTU
window air conditioner.
Priced reasonable. Call
759 1560.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
goor•nt•ed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground,
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping.
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
Sammy Tidwell Painting Contractor. Experienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686
or 753-0487.
Thirty one years experience. Carpenter remodeling
building,
and repairing annex on
home and trailer. 436
2253.

82

mama
Trucks

GAS - Lens bed 5
speed custom. Sterling et

5875
Need Motorcycle
Tires?
formula Web performance
Notorcycls tires sow
mashie us Discomfit Prices!

Carrell Tire & Wheel
Alignment
1105 Poem

753-14119

1980 Honda 110 ATC
with trailer and tie
downs. Phone 759-4515
5-9p.m. only..51050.
See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175. 436-2418
anytime.

PFtEITY AS
A PICTURE
Lovely 3 bedroom
home on 4 plus
48. Auto Services
acres. Perfect setAssortment of used
ting for a country
Volkswagon parts. Call
home, not too far
after 12 : 00 noon
from the city. Pro435-4387.
perty includes a 38
_ Import _Auto_ Salvage.
x 56 stock barn,
Repair that
milk barn and a 18x
Datsun.
Vol k sw a gon,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy.
38 equipment shed.
Capri Toyota,
Luv,
Fenced and cross
Honda. Al! kinds of new
fenced for pasture,
and used parts. Call
plus a variety of
474 2325.
fruit trees. Owner
will consider finan49. Used Cars
cing. Phone the
1977 bright yellow
Kopperud Realty
1.I1E11A MS,REAMS®
Camero. Automatic 350.
Home Team at 753p o_w_e r
Lel
_b
1200
Sycamore
1222-.
k es.
br a
Murray Kentucky 42071
• HOME FOR
(502) 753.1492
power steering. 753-6962
SALE OR
.0 after 5p.m.
RENT
Older home near
downtown available
for immediate occupancy. Four
bedrooms, living
room, dining room,
22$ L.P. Miller St. 'Acres@ From Camerwthf GINO
kitchen, and full
basement with
Specializing in Senior Citizens
workshop.
Hair Cuts $1.00
Available for purShave and Haircut $2.75
n,
Shampoo,
chase, lease-optio
or rent. Phone 753Open Hours
.1 222, Kopperud
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Mon.,
Realty for full
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685
details.
wswei

vo.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

DIESEL - Long bed 5
speed custom. Stir-

'Aiming Service Ce.
aniline sad nay( aid*,
castes trio mark.
Relersices. Call Will El
billy, 153-1111.
Toll painting lessons.
evenings.
Mornings,
weekends. Degreedlicensed instructor. For
more information call
Kay at 753-0713.
Tree trimming and
removal. Hedges and
shrubs. Firewood. 7535476.
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

55. Feed and Seed

$6750
Carroll,VW
Audi-Mazda

Jap hay $2. a bale
delivered or $1.75
pickup. Call 436-2172.
Large round bale hay.
435-4464.

NEW CAR
BUYERS!
Did you know you can
save money and get a much
better stereo from us than
you can buy in your new
automobile. Plus save up to
$200.00. Also have a
choice of Pioneer, Sanyo,
Sony and other brands of
your choice.
Shop and Compare
Before Buying!

World of
Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5865

•
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Authorities attempt to identify crash

Obituaries
Mrs. Miller
dies Sunday

(.oMMERCE, Calif.
AP - Authorities were
trying to identify four of
five people killed in a
grandchildren, Christina fiery blaze after the car
and Bryan Lucca, they were riding in was
Streamwood, Ill.; her hit by an Amtrak train,
mother, Gladys Doyle, officials said.
and her mother-in-law,
Blanch Larson, Murray.
Also surviving are ladastnal Average
three sisters, Joan Ed34 •`4
Product,
wards, Murray, Delores Air
2's h.
American Motors
27%
Liesberger, Stone Park, Ashland
American Telephony
Ill., and Ethel Reno,. Chryller
4., unc
Clarendon Hills, 111.; a Dupont
MS
Ford
brother, James Doyle, GAF
-ka
Afton Hills, Minn.; a General Dynamics
.M%
General Molar;
sister-in-law, Carol GeitifaTTife
Doyle, Murray.

Larson dies; rites at cemetery

Seevices,for Mrs. Cora
Miller will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dal€
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mrs. Miller, 86, 208
South 11th St., died Sunday at 10:15 a.m. at
Murray-CalloW4Y county
Hospital. Her husband,
Horace Miller, died in
September 1973.
She was a member of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. She was
born Nov. 21, 1895, in
Stewart County,Tenn.
Survivors include a
son,• R. C. Miller, and a
daughter-in-law, Hazel
Miller, Rt. 2; two grandchildren, Vickie Britt,
Murray, and Jimmy Dale
Miller, St. Charles, La.;
five great-grandchildren,
Michael, Jeanie and
Johnny Miller, Russell
and Rebecca Britt.

Mrs. Hosford
dies; rites
in chapel
Services for Mrs. Cora
E. Hosibrd were Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Priestly Scott officiated.
Pallbearers were Carl,
Sammy, Michael and
,James Hosford, Ronnie
Sills and Norman Mathis.
Burial was in the Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Hosford, 82,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Saturday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Mack T. Hosford, died
Dec. 3, 1979.
She was a member of
Puryear Church of
Christ. Born April 22,
1899, in Stewart County,
Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late
Moody Mathis and Manzie Sills Mathis.
Survivors include two
sons, Joe Mack Hosford,
Murray, and Samuel
iiksford, Nashville; two
siiters, Robbie Lyons,
Murray, and Mellie
Barnes, Stewart, Tenn.;
a brother, Kennedy
Mathis, Kirksey.
Four grandchildren
and five greatgrandchildren also survive.

Gravest& services for
Mrs. Theresa N. Larsen
will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
at Murray Memorial
Gardens. J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will assist
with local arrangements.
Mrs. Larson, 53, Stone
Park, Ill., former resident of Murray, died
Thursday at Elmhurst
Hospital, Elmhurst, Ill.
Her death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include her
husband, Lloyd Larson,
and a son, Daniel Larson,
Stone Park; a daughter,
June Lucca, and two

i)eputtes said the train
slammed into the car at
60 mph Saturday night
after the car drove
around a lowered barrier
and onto the traek in anapparent attempt to beat
the train to the crossing.

Stock market

Feud

Mit

ES

V

uood,tar
Oil
lieublem
1 II
Jew°
Kmart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Tobacco
Mendy's

Movie scheduled

up, balled up and
destroyed."
There were no injuries
aboard the train, which
was carrying 94
passengers and six
crewmen, Klugman said.
The train was nearing its
Los Angeles destination
at the end of a run from
San Diego.

Image of the Beast will
be shown free in the
theatre of the University
Center at 8: 15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb.9.
The movie concerns the
Great Tribulation
predicted in the Bible, according to a spokesman..
The theatre is located
on the third floor.

Hog market
Federal-State Markel News Service
February 13 11112
Keutucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report laclades6 Baying Staboas
Receipts Art Ma Est MI Barrows S Gilts
madly 241lower Sows steady to 2.86 higher
US 1-2 116.21114.
6111-6641.81
Pc wto.thn
149 O0-49 SO

11S 2-3 54-27111bs
Sows
US 1-2 270-38111bs
US 1-3 31/6438 the
US 1-3 MIMI lbs.
US 1-3010.401 lbs.
US 2-3
lbe
Boars 3200-74 00

PLTSJAST'PRlCjE GOOD-WHILE SMITS LAST•MC'S GOOD WHILE

ICES GOOD WH1LUPP5 GOOD brilmm
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Overby rites
scheduled

12 74

Vour of the victims
were trapped inside the
blazing auto, deputies
said. The fifth was
thrown front the vehicle,
Senkow said.
The car was dragged
for nearly half a mile
before the train was able
to stop, said Deputy Mark
Klugman.
"It was hopeless," said
Dan Smith, 45, a Postal
Service truck driver who
arrived just after the
train stopped. "The
firemen had to use a
machine to open up the
car like a can opener. It
was sealed shut, rolled

victims

623 South 4th

SUPUILELc"
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0
0
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It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

Murray, Ky.

Prices Good While Supplys Last!

Bunny

Bread

1 Lb. Loaf
I

89 f.
9_
8
-▪a

1/11

Turner

Buttermilk

4- 1
"CP
NCO

/
1
2 Gal.

v-Lucky Strike

MEM

Trail Blazer

Tuna Fish

Dog

69

25 Lb.

61
/
2 Oz. Can

CP

Food
2
29

Ihp

I

753-2617

7
(1,

GM

6411S.
Murray

70

Frito-Lay Ruffles

Buy One
Potato Chips
Get One
29
-FREE

New Kellogg's .

Nutri Grain
$ 111 29
120z.

Buy One
Get One
FREE

Lipton

Duncan Hines

Tea Bags
$
iooct.

Cake Mix
Kleenex Bathroom

Potatoes

we

Tissue

8 4

•

4 Roll

Contadina
V
753-3251

Martha White

Tomato Sauce

5

3.

•

00
80Z. Con

G▪.
O
.

Maxine ls Still lien.
[And We Are Anxious TO SIT% 4' 1 ou.
0
ID

490z.$1 89

11911

u rray—Kentuek.v

Phone 753-3251

Box

17

8 Pack
16 Oz. Plus Deposit

27

3.

I 'I

XVI SA ltiaii)

•

-

•

SO

Macaroni
& Cheese

R.C., Diet Rite
or Sundrop

Tide

urvb
IMO

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
•

70
A

CP

0
0
10▪1.
kea

•

C1

20 Lb

Mon.-Sat. 8-5
We Deliver
500 North Fourth St.

r•-

"C▪ I

79

Say It With Flowers
From Shirley's Florist
Shell Be Glad You Did

0
0

4.4(

=MAI.11110TORS PARTS DMISIOil
is
c
—
or
-1
7
.1

Don't Forget
Her This
Sphday Feb. 14th
Valentine's Day.

-4c
6
3;

1 79

GM QUAUTY
SERVKA PARTS

F."

•
▪0

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

.
•

.D & T
1
Warehouse Foods

Services for Horace M.
Overby will be Tuesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Horne,
Mayfield. Gerald Baker
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will
be Dick Castleman,
Harold Wright, Kenneth
Sasseen, Tommy and
Claxton Holloway and
Clarence Elliott.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Tom Lewis,
Herbert Nelson, L. T.
Williams, Wendell
Ramage, Wilson Taylor
and Billy Burnett.
Burial will follow in
Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Overby, 53, 1201 South
12th St„ Mayfield, died
Saturday at 9:40 a.m. at
Community Hospital
there. His death followed
a lengthy illness.
He had retired as a
Pontiac dealer in Murray. A former employee
of Merit Clothing Company, he was a member
of Lebanon Church of
Christ. Born Nov. 1, 1926,
in Calloway County, he
was the son of Curtis
Overby and Kathleen
Snow Overby.
Survivors include his
widow, Jean Skinner
Overby; a daughter,
Susan Reber, Allentown,
Pa.; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Overby, Murray.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Jeanette
Cavitt and Jo Anne
Cavitt, Murray, and
Camilla Tarry, Modesto,
Calif.; two - brothers,
Robert Overby and Curtis
Lynn Overby, Murray.

1979 Malibu Classic
Four door, It. blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning. 39xxx miles.

$48 00-49 OS
$40 11-4210
841 111-45.10
*4111-3041
164 00-1111
*0 811-41.88
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